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“It was the best of times, it was the worst of 
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the 
epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it 
was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of 
hope, it was the winter of despair…” 

The famous Charles Dickens quote with which 
Steve Reid kicks off our youth feature on page 
16 certainly seems to ring truer than ever in our 
current socio-political-economic climate. There 
are good things afoot, but much still hangs in the 
balance. And in this time of uncertainty, it is the 
risk takers – bold and savvy - who will rise up and 
seize the opportunities that present themselves. 

While we salute our fearless young guns as we 
head into Youth month, Nikki Viljoen reminds us there is no age barrier when it 
comes to having a vibrant attitude (p70). 

In this issue we turn the spotlight on three sectors: health and beauty, food 
franchising and opportunities under R300K, so we hope that you find something 
to suit your taste and budget. As always, it’s critical to do your due diligence, 
and on page 42 we list 10 things to check before you buy into a franchise or 
business opportunity. 

If the business owners we chat to have one statement that they unanimously 
agree on, it’s that a growing business simply can’t do it alone. In our special “ask 
the experts” feature (from p22), we highlight the importance of focusing on your 
core competencies, and outsourcing the rest. 

Keep it simple, and do what you do best.

Enjoy the read, 

The Your Business team 

FROM THE TEAM

@YourBusinessMag

yourbusinessmag

editorial@bizmag.co.za

What's on  
www.bizmag.co.za?

WEBWATCH

LIKE US:

TWEET US:

EMAIL US:

HOTTEST BUSINESS AND 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES Find 
your perfect investment through our 
ever-growing and regularly-revised 
directory of options for you to become 
your own boss. 

INDUSTRY SUPPORT AND EVENTS
Keep up to date with workshops 
and sessions in your sector, as well 
as businesses offering services you 
might need.

TIPS AND INSIGHT FOR YOUR BIZ 
Marketing, management, technology, 
funding or franchising – we've got it 
covered across a range of articles.
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Difficult decisions 
made easy 
When a situation is complicated and the 
waters are muddy, use OPERA to simplify 
your thought process: 

Outcome desired 
Push forces for and against 
Evaluate each force 
Reduce or reinforce  
Action plan

This highly flexible coaching tool can be 
used in many different ways; based on the 
first step of identifying where you want to 
get to, then looking at the opposing forces  
pushing for and against (advantages and 
disadvantages of) the realisation of that 
outcome. Then it's about weighing up each 
of the forces and reinforcing the driving 
factors and reducing the restraining factors. 
After that, you can agree on an action plan. 
(Supplied by Steve Reid of the Centre for Entrepreneurship at 
False Bay College)

The Department 
of Tourism recently 
announced that 
it has established 
a fund to help 
black-owned 
enterprises to 
benefit from South 
Africa's growing 
tourism sector. 
Securing funding 
has been identified 
as a major obstacle 
to establishing 
new businesses 
and to growing 
existing tourism 
enterprises. To 
address this 
challenge, the 
Department of Tourism 
has collaborated 
with the National 
Empowerment Fund to 
introduce the Tourism 
Transformation Fund, 
a dedicated capital 
investment mechanism 
that will support 
black investors and 
communities on tourism 
related projects.

The Fund aims to drive 
transformation in the 
tourism sector directly. 
It is eventually expected 
to give rise to a new 
generation of black-
owned youth, women 
and community based 
tourism enterprises to 
take the tourism sector to 
new heights. "Tourism in 
South Africa is on the rise. 

International arrivals 
grew by about 7% 
last year. The growth 
we are achieving 
must become 
inclusive growth. We 
are determined to 
spread the benefits 
of tourism to more 
black people, 
especially the youth, 
women and those 
living in rural areas, 
where there is 
potential for tourism 
development," said 
Tourism Minister 
Derek Hanekom. 

Applications for 
funding are open until 
31 August 2018, and will 
be capped at a maximum 
of R5 million for each 
successful application. 
Information, application 
forms and guidelines are 
obtainable on the NEF 
website at www.nefcorp.
co.za and enquiries can 
be directed to tourism@
nefcorp.co.za.

New fund to boost  
SA TOURISM BUSINESSES 

THE HEAVY CHEF 
GUIDE TO STARTING  
A BUSINESS IN  
SOUTH AFRICA 
RRP: R145 

This book is written by Heavy Chef 
CEO and Founder Fred Roed. Roed 
explains: "I wanted to put together 
a guidebook with startup tips and 
lessons I've learned the hard way 
on starting and exiting a successful 
business. I've also included input from 
Heavy Chefs that have spoken at our 
events over the past decade. This is 
the first of many of these guides and 
hopefully will provide a huge amount 
of focused value for South African 
startup community members." 

The Eskom Business Investment 
Competition (BIC) gives black-
owned businesses from every 
province the opportunity to win 
their share of R1.3 million worth 
of prizes, which they can use to 
elevate and grow their operations. 
Entries for the competition are 
open until 23 July 2018, and 
registered black-owned small and 
medium enterprises, which have 
been operating for 24 months or 
longer, can submit their entries and 
stand a chance to win prizes. Since 

its inception, the BIC has been 
helping small enterprises move to 
the next level with the financial 
rewards, business skills, training 
and networking opportunities that 
form part of the prizes. The overall 
winner of the competition receives 
R300 000, each of the four sectors' 
winners take home R125 000, 
while first and second runners up 
each receive R75 000 and R50 000 
respectively.

To enter the competition, visit www.
eskombic.co.za.

ON OUR 
BOOKSHELF
A hot-off-the-press
small business read...

Enter the ESKOM BUSINESS 
INVESTMENT competition
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With the economy showing a positive 
growth for the coming year and public and 
business sentiment on an all-time high, 
the Franchise Association of South Africa 
(FASA) is poised to spearhead initiatives and 
events that will nurture entrepreneurship, 
encourage small business development, add 
to skills growth and ultimately add much 
needed jobs to the economy.

The franchise sector has continued its 
growth trajectory despite the tough 
economic conditions of the past eight years, 
adding around 88 new franchise systems 
and 2 789 new outlets in 2017 – proving 
that franchising remains one of the soundest 
business formats, structured to withstand 
economic challenges.  With a contribution of 
13,3% to the country's GDP through its 845 
franchise systems, over 40 000 franchise 
outlets are giving direct employment to close 
to 400 000 people.

Franchising is the 
entrepreneurial heart  
of the economy 
According to Vera Valasis, Executive Director 
of FASA, "the continued growth of new 
franchise concepts proves that franchising is 
the entrepreneurial heart of any economy – 
its growth might be temporarily curbed due 

FASA launches its 2018 events  
to renewed optimism for growth  
in the sector

to economic influences, but it remains the 
one business sector that is always innovating 
and has the highest success rate."

Valasis believes that on a global front, our 
changing world is opening up opportunities 
on the franchise horizon. "As spending 
patterns change, entrepreneurs will be 
looking at business sectors where there is 
an appetite for franchising and flourishing 
new industries will start to see the light. 
Niche markets are also offering one-
of-a-kind franchises that give one the 
opportunity to get in on the ground floor of 
a new franchise trend."

With the country's renewed energy and 
more positive outlook, both on the political 
and economy front and for those wanting 
to go the franchise route, whether as a 
prospective franchisee or as a developer 
of a new franchise concept,  FASA has the 
following events and initiatives coming up 
which include:

FASA's annual Convention - aimed at 
industry stakeholders as well as those 
wanting to franchise their business or 
purchase a franchise, the convention takes 
place at the Forum Campus in Bryanston on 
Thursday 28th June 2018. Delegates have 
access to attend no less than 50 lectures 

or presentations related to franchising. 
Click here to book your ticket to attend 
the convention http://ife.co.za/franchise-
convention-southafrica/. FASA members get 
a 50% reduction on the ticket price.

FASA's International Franchise Expo (IFE) – 
This expo, taking place on Level  5, Entrance 
22 and 25 of the Mall of Africa from the 
29th June to the 1st July 2018  is where the 
who's who of the franchising world will be 
on show to promote their brands and offer 
franchise and business opportunities. For 
more information visit IFE at http://ife.co.za/.  
Book your stand now - FASA members 
receive 35% discount on the cost of 
stands - click here http://ife.co.za/exhibitor-
information/.

Book now to attend one or more of the 21 
free public seminars by emailing fasa@fasa.
co.za - seats are limited http://ife.co.za/free-
franchise-seminars/

The pubic are welcome to attend any  
of FASA's events to learn more about the 
franchising business method.  Members  
of FASA are given preferential rates to 
attend events.  
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For more information contact  
fasa@fasa.co.za or call 011 615 0359.



*See p47 & OBC for more
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There is a lot of information out there 
on how to run a business, much of which 
is extremely complicated. If you keep 
it simple, and spend 70% of your time 
on the areas below, and 30% of your 
time on strategic thinking and planning, 
you will make great strides towards 
achieving the successful business you 
have always wanted. 

C = CASH FLOW
Cash is more important than profits. A 
business with poor profits but a strong 
cash position may very well be able to 
weather the tough times until more cash 
can be injected into the business. Cash 
is the oxygen of your business, but the 
trick is knowing how to manage it well. 
Be sure to:

▪ Pay your trade creditors only on a 
Friday or Monday; which gives you the 
week to collect from you customers. 
Try to only pay your creditors on the 
second or third Friday or Monday of 
the month; all businesses try to extend 
their settlement period and you must 
do the same. 

▪ Try to get your debtors to pay you 
40 days from the invoice date, not the 
statement date. Don’t pay early for a 
2.5% discount from a supplier; you need 
to keep cash in your business longer 

FOCUS on what matters
By concentrating on these four key areas, you will set yourself up for success...

until you have a sound build-up of net 
cash. When you calculate the 2.5% 
saving most times it is not worth it. 
However if  you have to pay one creditor 
a large amount, say R325k , 2.5% is a 
sound saving of cash... or is it? You must 
do the numbers.

▪ With Pastel and Quick Books, you 
or your bookkeeper can print a report 
called a cash movement report, which 
shows you where your money has gone/ 
been paid to and where the money has 
come from.

C = CUSTOMERS/CLIENTS
Without good paying, profitable clients 
you do not have a sound business. 
How are you really looking after your 
customers? Do you mail them, do you 
phone them, do you connect with them 
on LinkedIn and do social selling to 
them; do you send WhatsApp messages 
to them? In other words, are you setting 
the bench mark for your staff to follow? 
Do you visit clients face-to-face? Do 
you analyse what they are buying from 
your business; volumes and profit levels? 
How many new clients did your business 
take on last year, and are you seeing 
growth in your current clients? Do you 
know which clients to fire? Watch out 
for issues that distance your  clients. 

S = STAFF
Yes, you have all heard this before; but I 
know from being in the business trenches 
with SME owners that very few employees 
are happy, motivated, involved and 
challenged by the businesses they work in. 
The reason for this is that many managers 
do not take time out to show their staff that 
their role is of value. Many mangers do not 
have a basic development plan in place for 
their staff; they do not on-board new staff 
correctly, and end up throwing them in the 
deep end. 

You need to encourage your staff and 
show them how the business operates. 
You also need to set up feedback sessions 
for them to provide their input. Yes, you 
will have some “passenger” staff, but it's 
your responsibility to kick them out quickly, 
or turn them into totally committed staff 
members. What staff rituals do you have? 
How do you reward their efforts? Be sure to 
take time out to re-think your approach to 
your employees as it is a critical element of 
your business.  

P = PRODUCTS
Do you have the correct product mix or 
do you have too many under-performing 
products? When did you last launch new 
products, and when did you last drop 
products? Remember the words quality 
vs quantity. Do you achieve the right 
percentage margin on your main products, 
and how have you tried to increase your 
margin? ( It can be done.)

Do you have good relationships with your 
key suppliers and when did you lastvisit 
them? Even if they are overseas, they are 
a core part of your business and a good 
source of credit. Make sure your suppliers 
are financially sound by doing credit checks 
from time to time. 

Try not to get caught up in the complexity of 
how to manage your SME business. South 
Africa needs you; may the force be with you. 

Guy Daines is the Founder of Scotrho SME Business Coaching. 
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What makes a  
LEADER OF THE FUTURE? 
There's no doubt about the fact that we will not be working the 
same way in 20, 10 or even 5 years' time. While many roles will 
become obsolete, NIKKI COCKROFT and ROB STOKES, CEO and 
Chairman of the Red & Yellow Creative School of Business, believe 
that two vital skills – creative and managerial – will always be 
necessary in the running of any business. They chatted to us more 
to share their insights into just what skills are needed by future 
business leaders...

Do you believe some people are 
born with leadership skills?
"You can certainly learn the key attributes 
and get very far, but it's fair to say that some 
people are just naturals. And, when that raw 
ability is combined with ongoing learning; that 
is where real leadership shines. With that in 
mind, I think it's 50/50 nature vs nurture," says 
Stokes. Cockroft feels that leadership is in our 
DNA to an extent, but "that certainly doesn't 
mean that anyone should ever stop striving 
to learn and improve in any business or line or 
work."
 
Who inspired you to be a leader?
"My parents are both leaders and, despite 
their very different approaches, I believe I 
my leadership style is a combination of their 
individual styles. Other than that, I believe I 
was born with ambition and I have my mentors 
along the way to thank for helping me grow," 
says Cockcroft. Stokes, on the other hand, says 
that he was never inspired to specifically 'be 
a leader' by anyone in particular. "I just had a 
vision and an ambition that I needed to fulfil 
and the only possible hope I had of success 
was to enlist the help of people far smarter 
and more capable than myself. Every day  
I try and grow as a leader as I recognise that I 
have a raft of weaknesses and those are just 
the ones I can see. I seek role models in many 
leaders for many purposes. For examples, 
when it comes to absolute dedication and 
focus I look to Steve Jobs and Elon Musk; 
and yet when I am looking for wisdom in 
getting the best out of people, I look to Ben 
Horowitz and Jeff Weiner. I also have a small 
man crush on Winston Churchill as he had a 
gift with emotive words that, combined with 
his unwavering self-belief, made him a force of 
nature.

What are your top tips for aspiring 
start-ups?  
 "On a day-to-day level in your business, I 
would advise that those in management talk 
to and empathise with at least one customer 
and one employee every day. And log into your 
bank account every day because cash is your 
oxygen!" advises Stokes. "Do your homework. 
Make sure you have a good business plan, 
with solid competitor analysis, financial 
planning, and timelines outlining what you 
want to achieve and when you predict you 
will complete those tasks. Once you have that, 
just go for it! But be realistic in your goals. It's 
crucial to do market research to be sure you're 
on to a great idea. Lastly, don't give up - be 
prepared for a few setbacks along the way. 
Don't be put off if things don't happen exactly 
as you hope they will," ends Cockcroft. 

QWhat skills does a CEO of the next 
decade require?
"If running a business is your goal, you 
will need to be a charismatic leader who 
is strategic in your decision making. You 
will need to be able to build rapport in 
negotiation and, most importantly, strive 
to be self-aware and highly adaptable in 
your personal development," says Stokes. 
Cockcroft feels that curiosity and courage will 
be important. "Leaders should seek out the 
experience and guidance of mentors, while 
leaning on your team and stakeholders for 
support," she says. 
 
How do you think that will change 
by 2030?
"I don't think it will. In fact, I think these skills 
will only grow in importance as management 
becomes automated and the uniquely human 
skill of leadership is made more valuable as a 
result.
"Exactly," agrees Cockcroft. "The 'what' won't 
change, but the 'how' will as technological 
advancements, including that of AI (Artificial 
Intelligence), will result in different skill 
requirements and therefore different 
leadership styles."
 
What are some of the biggest 
challenges that face business 
leaders?
"Leaders will have to fund creative solutions 
under time and financial pressure," says 
Cockcroft. "Not to mention conflict 
resolution, and finding skilled resources 
(and, most importantly, knowing how to 
keep them). "Yes, I would say motivating and 
managing people," says Stokes. "Along with 
geo-political uncertainty and high-speed 
adaptability." Nikki Cockroft

Rob Stokes
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Fresh VW hatchlings

POLO
The sixth generation Polo is the first Polo 
based on the modular transverse matrix 
(MQB) A0 platform which has a 92mm 
longer wheelbase than the previous Polo 
(which is now the Vivo). The wheelbase, 
exterior length and width (by 69mm) 
have all grown, while the car's height 
remains nearly identical. This results in  
a sleeker look. Altogether a bigger car.

This new Polo looks really good inside 
and out. The styling department at 
VW has done a superb job. It feels as 
big as a Golf 3 inside, just a whole lot 
smarter. A new dashboard and cockpit 
layout puts this new model at the front 

POLO VIVO
The Vivo GT is based on the previous 
Polo range and has the same features  
as the Vivo Highline but with a few items 
fitted to justify the rather steep asking 
price. The GT also gets 'Space' cloth 
sports seats (although our test car had 
optional 'leather' seats), a rear tailgate 
spoiler, GT lettering wherever they 
would fit, a black side moulding, sporty 
single-pipe exhaust system with chrome 
trim, cruise control, lowered suspension 
(by 15mm), shiny 'sport' pedals and floor 
mats!

Optional extras on the test car included 
'Vienna' leather seats (R9382), storage 
package (R2017) and smokers package 
(R252), which appears to be simply a 
lighter. The GT we drove costs R256 651 
with optional extras.

Polo is big in SA. Not the pony sport, but rather the car, Volkswagen's small car to be exact. 
We get two versions of Polo in SA, the new model is called POLO and the previous Polo 
gets a little makeover and is stripped down a bit to be called the VIVO.  Both 2018 ranges 
were recently launched.

You immediately realise that the Vivo 
GT has been built to a strict cost price 
target. It appears that where corners 
could be trimmed, they have been; 
especially the trim, if you get what I 
mean. As a result the car neither feels  
nor looks above average quality, to me.  
It drives OK though.

On tar, around town, the GT feels nippy 
and handles well. But the little 1.0 Litre 
mill does not like hills when fully laden 
and in sixth gear. Shift down to fourth 
and work the gears and you are soon 
moving along quite smartly if a little 
bumpily. 

I found the suspension a little too 
aggressive and stiff for my personal 
tastes, but it certainly gives the car a boy 
racer feeling. Part of the 'problem' is the 
very low profile tyres. Young men will 
love it, probably. If you love VW and are 

on a budget you will be able to overlook 
the trim shortcuts. The basic car is well 
sorted and can be fun to drive. The 'old' 
Polo lives on in the new Vivo, albeit 
slightly trimmed down. The interior 
though, still looks good from the driver's 
seat.

Fuel consumption is very good and a sub 
6L/100km can be achieved provided 
your right foot behaves. Not a bad 
package but also look at the Highline, 
which I think gives much better value, 
good performance and a softer ride.

Remember you will possibly add options 
which are fairly basic of R15 000 to 
R30 000 to your chosen model.

All Polo models come standard with  
a 3 year/45 000km Service Plan,  
3 year/120 000km warranty and a  
12 year anti-corrosion warranty.W
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Wallace du Plessis is the epitome of a petrol head. He also has a passion for small business and 
helping them turn their dreams into a reality. He has managed SME publications, worked in TV 
and now writes for the web and Your Business.

of the pack, it is that good. This is the 
first Polo with digital instruments. The 
second generation of Active Info Display 
debuts in the new Polo. All key modules 
– except for the air conditioning unit 
– have been integrated on the upper 
cross-panel of the dashboard locating 
the infotainment system much higher 
than before into the driver's direct line 
of sight. This layout is excellent and I 
can argue class leading, but at a price. 
In the top trims the new Active Info 
Display and the new 8-inch touchscreen 
are combined to form a modern, glass-
encased, very good looking, functional 
unit. The Active Info Display is an 
expensive option on the Comfortline and 
Highline models, though.

There are six packages, from the very 
basic Trendline, to the Comfortline, 
Highline, GTI, 'beats' and R-Line. In 
the Comfortline trim level, the Multi-

function Display "Plus", the Composition 
Colour infotainment system with six 
speakers, leather multi-function steering 
wheel, Driver Alert System and front 
and rear electric windows are included. 
The swankier Highline gets additional 
features such as the Composition Media 
infotainment system, App Connect, 
Voice Control, Sport seats, Cruise 
Control with speed limiter and white 
LED ambient lighting (front doors and 
instrument panel). 

The options fitted to the car we drove 
include the following: Front armrest (R1 
412), cruise control (R1 815), smoker's 
package (R251), App Connect (R1 513), 
voice control (R756), Active Info Display 
(R8 675) Composition Media (R3 026) 
with iPhone interface (R1 513), light 
and sight package (R3 883), Discover 
Media (R12 104).Total of optional extras 
fitted to the car reviewed: R34 398. 

Park distance control is an option at 
R4 690. It is standard in most of the 
competition. The boot is quite a bit 
bigger than the previous Polo at 350 L. 
As a general comment you could say it is 
a big, little car. 

The smallest TSI ( 3-cylinder, 999cc) for 
the new Polo has an output of 70 kW (at 
5 000 rpm)and 175 Nm and is standard 
for both the Trendline and Comfortline. 
Even at the coast you run out of power 
quite quickly, so it is advisable to go for 
the 85kW engine option.

VW claims 4,5 L/100 km. I think that is 
very optimistic. An 8km stretch I drove 
in town returned 11L/100km but expect 
around 6 L/100km on average if you 
have a gentle foot. 

The real cost of the Comfortline we 
drove is R299 098.

Vivo 1.4 55kW Trendline R179 900

Vivo 1.4 63kW Comfortline R192 000

Vivo 1.4 63kW Comfortline R221 900
Tiptronic

Vivo 1.6 77kW Highline R214 900

Polo 1.0 TSI 70kW Trendline R235 900

Vivo 1.0 TSI 81kW GT R245 000

Polo 1.0 TSI 70kW Comfortline DSG R280 700

Polo 1.0 TSI 85kW Highline R286 200

Polo 1.0 TSI 85kW Highline DSG R302 200

Price comparison chart  
of the Polo and Vivo ranges.



These famous words from Charles Dickens 
could also be used to describe why 
entrepreneurship could be just the career 
journey for many young people.

Considering the depressed state of 
the formal job market in Africa, it's a 
good thing that more and more youth 
in Sub-Saharan Africa are looking to 
entrepreneurship to secure their future. 
Young people on the continent are more 
upbeat about their ability to become 
entrepreneurs than their peers in any other 
region, according to recent research. As 
many as 60% of 18 to 34-year-olds on the 
continent who took part in a joint study 
by the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 
(GEM) and Youth Business International 
(YBI) were optimistic about the availability 
of good business opportunities, and 
believed they had the skills and knowledge 
to start a business.

This compares to just over 17% of young 
people in the European Union, almost 17% 
in Asia Pacific and South Asia, and around 
30% in North America. The only other 
region that came close to Sub-Saharan 
Africa's optimism was Latin America and 
the Caribbean, where 40% of the youth 
believed they had the opportunities, skills 

Why young people make 

great entrepreneurs 
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light,  
it was the season of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair…"

and knowledge to start a small business, 
according to the January 2015 report.

Africa Rising 
There is no doubt that this is the best time 
in history to be young and African. We live 
in an era characterised by an abundance 
of opportunities and young people 
starting sustainable businesses across 
the continent. The conversation about 
Africa is gradually shifting from that of 
poverty to one about creativity, business, 
and investment.

"Entrepreneurship is having a 
transformative effect across the continent 
as more and more young people are 
starting their own businesses rather than 
waiting to be employed by someone," notes 
Marcello Schermer, Regional Manager for 
Africa at Seedstars World, a global  
startup competition. 

"Many governments, corporates, investors 
and ecosystem builders have understood 
that, which is why you're seeing co-working 
spaces, accelerators and all kinds of 
startup programmes pop up everywhere 
from Morocco to Mali, to Ethiopia and 
Mozambique, and anywhere in between."
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YOUTH FEATURE 



1 SANDILE SHEZI, 
23, Forex trading

Shezi made his fortune 
by Forex trading and 
now owns his own 
company, Global Forex 
Institute (GFI), which 
trains people how to 
trade Forex.

2BHEKI KUNENE, 
29, Founder 

of Graphic Design 
company, Mind TRix 
Media 

Kunene landed on the 
wrong side of the law 
and was incarcerated 
in juvenile prison a few 
times before turning his 
life around and making 
a success of himself.  

3ALLEGRO 
DINKWANYANE, 

26, Founder of 
Public Relations and 
Marketing agency, 
Orgella Media

Dinkwanyane 
initially started her 
blog, Orgella, as an 
entertainment blog 
which then evolved 
into a fully-fledged 
public relations, charity 
and property division.

4LULO RUBUSHE, 
26, Founder of 

clothing and media 
lifestyle company, 
RNDM Network

Rubushe is involved 
in sport development 
through a partnership 
with the Enhanced 
Sports coaching 
company which 
supplies affordable 
gear to underprivileged 
schools. 

5VUSI 
THEMBEKWAYO, 

32, Entrepreneur and 
venture capitalist  

This venture capitalist 
was forced to drop out 
of university due to 
financial constraints. 
He then searched for 
a job for six weeks, to 
no avail. He went on to 
utilise his international 
networks and cellphone 
to recruit learners from 
South Africa for jobs in 
the UK and Australia. 

1High levels of energy and 
resilience - On average 

young people have much 
larger energy tanks than more 
mature groups.  Youth brings 
an ability to rebound that many 
people lose with age, unless 
they remain young at heart. 
This resilience allows them to 
bounce back after defeat and 
try again, relatively unscathed.
 

2More to gain - Aspiring 
entrepreneurs from 

older groups generally can 
be confronted by what they 
stand to lose when considering 
leaving full-time employment. 
Security and benefits may be 
at such a level that they are 
hindered in making the choice 
through what they may lose.  
Young aspiring entrepreneurs, 
on the other hand, may focus 
more on what they may gain 
than on what they may lose. 
Whilst security and benefits are 
still a consideration, these may 
be minimised when compared 
to possible gains. Most young 
people fresh out of college 

don't have children and spouses 
to support, so they can put 
real focus on launching their 
business.

3A fresh outlook - Young 
people, in general, are far 

more willing to try something 
new. As we age, we often 
look back at our younger 
years and can't believe the 
crazy things we tried. But 
it's never too late for some 
to be young, be crazy, and 
launch a company.

4Cheerleading from 
the grandstand - It's 

a known fact that high 
unemployment levels 
are most sharply felt by 
young people. A large 
variety of stakeholders, 
from government and 
private business are overtly 
cheerleading for young 
people to be a big part of 
the entrepreneurial answer 
to unemployment. Examples 
are seen in the prominence 
of business incubation in 

the state of the nation address; 
to commitments by government 
to reduce red tape and by 
business as it supports and 
facilitates private incubation 
models.

5On the ground experience 
of social change - Wherever 

social challenges and problems 
are evident, young people are 
at the coal face. They may be 
in touch with the why in such a 
way that they help to shape the 
what of sustainable solutions.

Making their mark..
Consider these five young South Africans doing great things in their own businesses: 

Young people have got:
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YOUNG trail blazers

 

– Property investor 
Growing up in Kagiso, a town in the West 
Rand of Johannesburg, Molefe longed to 
rebuild the township he called home, and make 
it a more decent place to stay in. In 2015, he 
established a property investing company 
called Kagiso Home Buyers, as he saw a need 
to supply rental property for people in need 
of proper housing, along with property buying 
and selling services. "Shortly after buying 
and selling properties in my neighbourhood, 
I started coaching my friends to create their 
own property investing companies. Once they 
were successful in building their brands, I went 
on to teach throughout South Africa, and have 
now helped create real estate brands in all 
nine provinces of South Africa. Not only do I 
want to create and grow my brands, but I am 

also helping people who are determined about 
being in this industry create their own brands 
and buy their own properties."

Molefe admits that there are a lot of challenges 
that come with creating a real estate brand in 
a township. But through them he has learnt 
that the quicker one finds solutions in a 
business, the quicker the profit comes, both 
personally and for the client. "Every business 
has issues, and every issue has a solution. If 
you have that mindset, you will constantly 
win." Molefe attests to the valuable role that 
having mentors and coaches have played in his 
business journey: "There is simply no better 
investment. No one can do it alone and there 
is power in surrounding yourself with people 
who are more successful than you are – find 
someone who has achieved what you wish to 
achieve and get them to help you grow."

TEBOGO MOLEFE

In celebrating Youth Month, we chatted to these vibrant business owners,  
who share their insights on their journey to success...
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– Entrepreneur, public speaker, and 
founding executive of the Township 
Entrepreneurs Alliance (TEA)

Balabala, 30, started the TEA three years 
ago as a platform where entrepreneurs, 
both existing and aspiring, can engage, 
learn, and access mentorship and 
skills necessary to start and operate a 
business. The purpose of TEA, he says, 
is to create the right atmosphere for 
business owners to succeed in their 
chosen business space. TEA's meetings 
are held every third Saturday of the 
month, and to date about 4000 potential 
entrepreneurs have attended. "Where 
will a struggling entrepreneur get money 
from for a double transport fare to the 
suburbs to be mentored? We've brought 
incubation home and made it accessible 
to ordinary township folks."

Balabala funds TEA through his own 
branding enterprise, IAF Brands, and the 
vision is that every major township in 

South Africa will have a TEA session and 
programmes aimed at developing young 
entrepreneurs who will play a significant 
role in the economy.  

"I come from humble beginnings 
myself, dropping out of high school 
because there was no money at home 
for me to complete matric. I have no 
work experience but have sold caps, 
fat cakes, stationery...I've washed cars 
and transported kids to school; some 
ventures succeeded and others failed but 
the important thing is I didn't give up."

Today, IAF Brands employs 12 people, 
six on a permanent basis and the 
rest part-time, doing everything from 
printing and branding to banners and 
signage. "For a long time I wanted to 
leave kasi to enjoy air-conditioned office 
space. But my personal relationship 
with my community and belief in every 
aspect of the thriving township values 
has kept me in Tembisa. Concepts and 
ideas coming from township small 
business are world-class." 

BULELANI BALABALA

YOUTH FEATURE 



 
– Photographer 
When Durban-based Rajkumar was 
retrenched from her graphic design job 
a few years ago, she knew she had to 
re-invent herself. She took her passion 
for photography and developed it into 
a business, initially advertising her 
services on Gumtree until word started 
to spread. "It's persistence, persistence, 
persistence, never forgetting what 
you want to achieve, and keeping your 
goals realistic," she says of her secret 
ingredient to start-up success. 

Scribe Photography specialises in 
wedding photography, along with 
engagements, maternity shoots, 
special birthday celebrations and other 

memorable occasions. The business also 
recently received a boost when she was 
the winner of financing company Retail 
Capital's R250 000 "business makeover" 
competition. The prize includes a cash 
component to the value of R50 000, 
which Rajkumar says she will split down 
the middle, saving half and investing 
the remaining half into much-needed 
camera equipment. "I will also get 
to work with the company's team of 
experts who will help me to develop a 
solid business plan for future growth, 
compose a new marketing strategy 
together with design and branding, 
and expand my website together with 
implementing a cutting-edge social 
media strategy to help promote my 
services." 

ADITHI RAJKUMAR
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1Identify the business 
opportunity 

What value do you want the young 
candidate to bring and what would that 
look like? This ensures that the entire 
process is geared for value creation 
and mutual benefit. It could take the 
form of an employment relationship or 
setting up a young person in a simple 
retail or distribution business, either 
as an employee or their own business. 
Veli Bosega is a digital marketing 
entrepreneur who owns one of the 
largest digital marketing businesses 
on the continent. His start was being 
given a simple opportunity of selling 
products in the streets. That became 
a powerful orientation into the world 
of business. The business that "hired" 
benefited through increased revenue 
from his sales effort and sowed seeds 
of transformation of a disadvantaged 
matriculant to a successful 
entrepreneur.

A foot in the door 

2Measure potential 
It's difficult to measure potential 

and so provide a short (one or two days) 
training for all takers. Those that benefit 
most from this training are likely to be the 
most valuable. The training is formative 
for all who participate and provides value 
to the business through identification 
of talented people for possible short 
and longer-term employment. The 
skills development element in BBBEE 
recognises the training of unemployed 
people, with four points available if 
you train the equivalent of 2% of the 
company's workforce. 

Many companies are not familiar 
with their enterprise development 
contributions, despite the change of 
emphasis in the codes encouraging 
integrating beneficiaries into value chains. 
Taking a closer interest in what happens 
with enterprise development and getting 
involved with beneficiaries can be a 

platform for talent identification.

3Give a probation period 
Provide a three to12 month proving 

period – with clear goals and expectations 
and the support to enable this to be 
achieved. This provides critical experience 
in business, with a productive environment 
significantly improving the young person's 
chance of absorption. If the 12-month 
period has been structured into a 
learnership and or internship, not only will 
the company save through tax incentives 
but will also gain BBBEE points and bonus 
points for young people that are absorbed 
in the company or industry.

Business owners are accustomed to turning problems, like youth unemployment, into 
opportunities for value creation. Bringing young people into your business in the right 
way can be a win-win for both parties. Here’s how to do this:

Henry Sebata is the Managing Director 
at Avocado Vision. Avocado builds 
and delivers training solutions that 
empower people with skills and insight 
to make better choices and live bigger 
lives. www.bts.com/avocado-vision. 
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YOUTH FEATURE 

With South Africans paying tribute to 
the youth of the country during the 
month of June, I recently took time 
to reflect on the level of influence 
that the youth has had on our work 
as marketers. Tribes continue to 
mushroom into bold movements 
that are unapologetic in demanding 
products and services that are 
authentic, worth their money, reflective 
of who they are and what they stand 
for, and are sold to them in the most 
convenient way possible. Young people 
demand a seat at the table and don't 
mind taking brands on because they 
understand their buying power and the 
access to alternatives that technology 
offers them as world citizens. 

A new youth culture 
Gone are the days when segmenting 
markets using LSMs worked. We went 
up a gear when marketers began 
realising that young South Africans 
had developed their own culture, 
which blurred the lines between the 
segments that had been used for so 
long.  The youth now rallies behind 
like-minded people who debate on 
issues that are pertinent to their 
counterparts across the continent. 

Afrotourism (remember how we all 
relocated to Wakanda in February?) 
and the celebration of the LGBT 
community is on the rise, 40 has 
become the new 20, cellulite is the 
new sexy, the #PassportGang is in 
the same Whatsapp group as those 
that choose to #SebenzaGirl (loosely 
translated as 'work it, girl' – females 
with a work ethic worth celebrating.) 

The game has long grown deeper than 
just hashtags. The youth has moved 
on to finding value in brands with 
substance and relevance, celebrating 
their roots and individuality, and are 
generally "woke". They have fallen 
in love with opinionated brands that 
have context around the political and 
social landscape and wish to engage 
on topical issues. This is evident  in 
trending topics on social media, 
fashion statements and movements 
(on and off the ramp) and how quickly 
Twitter has become the body that 
holds government and business 
accountable for their actions and 
promises to consumers, and sets them 
on the straight and narrow if need be 
– think H&M and Woolworths' recent 
marketing mistakes. 

Co-creating cool 
Gaining street credibility through 
marketing in 2018 is about creating 
a movement through honesty and 
integrity; borrowing your customer's 
"cool" by co-creating with them, 
and then allowing them to evaluate 
you and make the final judgement. 
It's about brands that are not afraid 
to walk their talk, who allow their 
customers to experience their energy 
and service, and then give them the 
opportunity to tell the masses about 
it – in their own words. 

If the youth market forms part of 
your target market as a small business 
owner, it's best you prepare yourself  to 
be stripped bare by your prospects, all 
while building strong relationships with 
influencers in your industry, staying 
well informed, and being prepared 
to have uncomfortable and  in-depth 
discussions on public platforms. You 
may also need a fat wallet as getting 
the youth's attention doesn't come 
cheap. They are unpredictable and 
fluid in their decisions. Attracting 
young people requires that you go the 
unexpected or unconventional route to 
achieve success. 

Borrowing STREET CRED for 
youth relevance in 2018 
They think 
differently, act 
differently, and are 
just plain different. 
If you're marketing 
to our nation's 
young people, you 
need some insight 
on your side...
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platforms for your prospects to engage 
with you and to experience your 
offering. Remember to reward early 
adopters by acknowledging them (think 
exclusive previews and involvement 
in campaigns) and personalising their 
brand experience. If your brand's 
promise remains true, your business 
remains engaged with the youth and 
open for co-creation, your market will 
feel like they belong, as well. 

Amantle Mokubung, Marketing 
Strategist. Website: www.amantle.
co.za. Twitter: @Amantle_

Brand campaigns that have hit the 
nail on the head, include Foschini's 
The Future is Female, Gugu Intimates 
launch campaign and Discovery Insure's 
#RidingPopGun series. Foschini brought 
on board successful and inspiring 
female entrepreneurs, Gugu Intimates 
borrowed some "cool" from influential, 
bold, body confident South African 
women and Discovery made the choice 
to feature local celebrities in their 
video series. While all these campaigns 
were executed through various 
platforms including digital media; basic 
marketing principles such as the formula 
of frequency to gain top of mind 
awareness were applied. Gugu Intimates 
showcased women from different walks 
of life over a set period of time, Foschini 
chose to carry the message through 

multiple platforms such as clothing 
items, events and the launch of the 
Maladives dolls; while Discovery shot 
and shared multiple videos which made 
up the series/season. 

As you craft your youth marketing 
strategy, keep in mind the importance 
of being clear and consistent in what 
you are able to offer to consumers 
emotionally – that's how humans 
connect. Source the help that you need 
to articulate clearly. Instead of making 
decisions in the boardroom, make a 
conscious decision to step out, spend 
time on the ground and start engaging 
with the youth to gain insight and 
context around their issues. Stand for 
something, be vocal about it, and your 
tribe will find you. Spend time creating 
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In choosing an outsourced 
service provider, if you find someone 
who gives you the impression that 
they really want you to succeed in 
your business, this is the person to go 
with. If they give you an indication 
like they charge "by the hour", then 
you should rather look for someone 
else. You are expecting to hear things 
like "Don't worry, I don't charge too 
much. I want you to be happy because 
if you don't feel like you are getting a 
really good deal, we won't last. Let's 
just get on with what you need done 
and we can grow together as your 
business grows". This is what you  
are looking for. Maybe test it  
out for 1 or 2 small things and if  
the first invoice is too high, move  
on to finding someone else. 

-Adi Kaimowitz, Co-Founder of Virtual Actuary 

SME GUIDE ASK THE EXPERTS

ASK THE 
EXPERTS
Growing a business takes time and 
resources; time and resources you 
may not feel you have. When you 
start feeling this tension, it might be 
time to consider getting some help...

For entrepreneurs, time is almost as valuable as money, as 
both a measurable cost internally, and a means of exchange 
externally. Starting and running an operation is such a 
multi-faceted process, and business owners need to have 
skills as diverse as pitching skills to growth management in 
HR to tax compliance. By getting bogged down by activities 
that are not your core function, you can easily steer the 
company off its strategic course. Instead, bringing in specialist 
services or core skills to support your team can be valuable 
in expanding your business. Outsourcing frees leaders up to 
better focus on their talent, their team and the core aspects 
of their business. By managing their resources carefully, they 
are better able to drive optimal efficiency and effectiveness, 
creating room for creativity and innovation.  

Outsourcing can: 
■ Improve staff efficiency, 

■ Cut overall operational costs,

■ Drive faster turnaround times, 

■ Streamline capabilities, and productivity,

■ Increase competitiveness within an industry,

■ Improve job satisfaction, as staff will be doing more of 
what they love, not burdened by the stress of doing work 
they are not confident, comfortable or motivated doing, and

■ Improve internal culture, creating one of pride and 
innovation, where staff will hunt for new ideas and further 
training out of a want instead of a need.

It is important, however, to choose the right partner, and, 
even if you feel that you trust the service provider, make 
sure you scrutinise your contractual agreements. Be wary of 
any hidden costs, and know that outsourcing can increase 
your risk of exposing your financial data or other intellectual 
property. Remember that you still take ultimate responsibility 
for the growth of your business and should manage that 
through clearly specified service level agreements. Choose 
the right partner, set clear objectives and manage your staff 
carefully, if you decide to go this route. 



SME GUIDE

Entrepreneurs and small business 
owners deserve the right to be seen. 
To any business, time is money, but so 
is exposure. Not many small businesses 
have the time or money to spend on 
graphic design, social media, a good 
website or great content for digital 
screens. One Digital Media helps your 
clients find you or your products while 
you run your business.

The company first designed original 
software for narrowcasting media into the 
retail space, which led to the building of 
a few digital media advertising networks. 
What really caught on were Digital Menu 
Boards and indoor LED's. This allowed 
them to perfect the art of understanding 
individual business owners' branding and 
marketing objectives. One Digital Media's 
design team is experienced enough to 

relate to any client, 
while still providing 
design work that  
is exceptional!

Reducing  
human error 
One Digital Media 
also write software 
for remote business 
management. What 
this means is that 
instead of people walking around doing 
surveys on paper; they can go paperless, 
through having much of the work 
automated. Human interaction and error 
has been reduced as much as possible.

All manner of operational data can be 
collected, collated and assembled in an 
easy-to-use dashboard which improves 
efficiency; from fridge monitoring and 
water tank readings to warranty tracking. 
No client is the same and therefore they 
develop a specialised solution to meet 
their demands. As they don't outsource 
services, they have control over their 

ONE DIGITAL MEDIA helps you  
to achieve profits in your business  
by boosting your exposure...

GET YOUR BRAND OUT THERE

performance. One Digital Media cares 
about how successful their clients are 
and continually put themselves in their 
shoes to understand where they could 
offer more value, whether it be branding, 
marketing, design or digital services. 

The company's next evolutionary step 
is largely based on technology; this is 
something that everyone agrees has to 
happen. ODM intends leading the way 
and continually innovating for their clients 
so that they can run more effective and 
profitable businesses. 

Advertorial
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10 Benefits of  
outsourcing IT

Every business owner needs to minimise overheads, without compromising  
on quality. Enter outsourcing...

For SMEs, the daily task of optimising 
the "income-expenditure equation" can 
be very difficult, because as the business 
grows there is a need to increase business 
support staff who will cover areas like 
admin, accounts, IT and so on. Most, if 
not all of these business support staff 
don't directly generate revenue for the 
business, but are there to manage the 
complexity that growth brings.
As a small business owner, I struggled 
with this - I wanted growth but I 
could not afford full-time staff. Enter 
outsourcing, the answer to my needs. 
I discovered a very grand model that 
allowed me to get the right kind of help 
I needed in my business at a fraction of 
the price. 

By outsourcing your IT function to a 
service provider, you'll be allocated a 
dedicated professional to come to your 
assistance for a specified number of hours 
every month, or even on an ad hoc basis, 
according to a Service Level Agreement. 
This is an ideal arrangement because as a 
small business owner you don't need an 

IT professional 24/7. In addition to saving 
money, there are a number of other 
benefits for your business:

1Control IT costs
Outsourcing converts fixed IT costs 

into variable costs and allows you to 
budget effectively. In other words, you only 
pay for what you use when you need it.

2Reduce labour costs
Hiring and training an IT staff 

member can be very expensive, and 
temporary employees don't always live 
up to your expectations. Outsourcing lets 
you focus your human resources where 
you need them most.

3Trained, experienced, 
qualified, certified

If you're not IT trained, how can you be 
assured that an employee is qualified? 
Certifications like Microsoft Certified 
Systems Enginner (MCSE) are important, 
but so is experience.

4Qualified doesn't equal 
experienced

Few problems are new for leading IT 
service companies, which see related 
problems multiple times. An in-house 
IT employee leads an isolated existence 
no matter how much they train. We'd all 
rather see an experienced doctor; the 
same is true for IT.

5Increase efficiency and 
competitiveness

Organisations that try to do all IT Services 
in-house themselves can have much higher 
research, development, and implementation 
time, all of which increase costs and are 
ultimately passed on to customers.

6Quickly implement new 
technology

A high-quality outsourced IT service 
organisation will have the resources to 
start new projects right away. Handling the 
same project in-house might involve weeks 
or months to hire the right people, train Tru
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those standards? For example, businesses 
have more ways than ever to prosper by 
taking many forms of payments such as 
credit and debit cards, gift certificates, 
e-checks and wire transfers to name a 
few, but with these forms of transacting 
also comes the need for due diligence. 
By outsourcing a qualified Managed 
Services company which is familiar with 
compliance standards, you can rest 
assured that your company is minimising 
the risks associated with maintaining 
client data, credit card numbers, sensitive 
competitive information and more. 

Trust Gumise is the CEO & Founder 
of infinIT Technology Solutions, an 
IT company that helps small business 
achieve more using IT based tools 
and products. Email Trust on trust@
infinittech.co.za, call 010 534 6469  
or visit www.infinittech.co.za for  
more information.

them, and provide the support they need. A 
well-established IT company will bring years 
of experience in the beginning, saving time 
and money.

7Stay focused on your core 
business

Businesses have limited resources, and 
every manager has limited time and 
attention. Outsourcing can help your 
business stay focused on your core 
business and not get distracted by complex 
IT decisions.

8Reduce risk
Every business investment carries 

a certain amount of risk. Markets, 
competition, government regulations, 
financial conditions, and technologies 
all change very quickly. Outsourcing 
providers assume and manage much of 
this risk for you, with specific industry 

knowledge, especially security and 
compliance issues. They generally are 
much better at deciding how to avoid risk 
in their areas of expertise.

9Level the playing field
Most small businesses can't afford to 

match the in-house support services that 
larger companies maintain. Outsourcing 
can help small companies act "big" by giving 
them access to the similar technology, 
and expertise that large companies enjoy. 
An independent third party managed cost 
structure and economy of scale can give 
your company a competitive advantage.

10Compliance and security
Is your firewall up to date? Do 

you have a DMZ installed? Do you audit 
your workstations and servers? Has 
your company implemented PCI security 
standards and do you work to maintain 
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They're easier than ever to find, 
particularly if you think beyond 
traditional sources. Social media has 
transformed the employment landscape 
and you can now recruit freelancers or 
independent contractors from a global 
pool. Websites like guru.com enable you 
to 'hire the right freelancers for the job'. 
They have a global network of over 1.5 
million freelancers, provide freelancer 
profiles and showcase their work so 
you can hire with confidence. Gone 
are the days of relying on newspaper 
advertisements and traditional 
employment agencies. 

The advantage of using less traditional 
avenues is that you can save both time 
and money; freelancers from a deep 
resource pool can be brought on board 
within a matter of days rather than 
weeks. However, Human Resources 
functions need to be geared to support 
this way of hiring. 

DEVELOP CLEAR 
FRAMEWORKS
Being clear as to why you hired an 
independent contractor or freelancer 

How to manage  
independent contractors

Even if the people contributing skills to your business 
are not on your employee payroll, they still need to 
be considered from an organisational perspective...
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in the first place provides the basis for 
measuring how successful they are in their 
position. There are five key reasons why 
businesses look to bring new people on 
board:

1  To leverage the increased availability  
of expertise,

2  Reduce cost,

3  Avoid adding permanent headcount,

4  Increase the speed of getting things 
done, or

5  Challenge existing thinking and 
assumptions with outside ideas.

With these in mind, you should be able to 
assess whether or not you have met your 
initial objectives when hiring. For example, 
your ability to leverage the increased 
availability of expertise may be measured 
through decreased hiring costs, shorter 
lead times between hiring and working or 
accessing skills that might otherwise not 
be available to you.

It's important to be able to take a 
step back and look at performance 

management non-emotively - this is 
where things can get a bit tricky; we're 
human after all and it can be difficult to be 
completely objective during performance 
reviews. This sort of transparent 
framework, which everyone understands 
and which is applied consistently, will 
enable you to manage the performance of 
all your employees and take steps to weed 
out underperforming staff. 

ANALYSE PERFORMANCE
Your Performance Management System 
must be based on sound, underlying 
principles, as set out in employment law, 
in the relevant codes of good practice 
and in your employment contracts. So, for 
example, it must be a corrective system 
and not a punitive system. It must be 
based on ethical and operational principles 
that serve to ensure the system is fair and 
achieve human resources development. If 
performance management is approached 
with this positive reference, then difficult 
conversations can be framed within a 
developmental context, a situation where 
individuals and businesses work together 
towards growth. I encourage you to think 
of performance management as the 'carrot' 
and not the 'stick'.

For any performance management 
system or framework to be successful, all 
stakeholders (employees, managers and 
employers alike) need to understand the 
purpose, benefits and advantages of the 
system. So communicate them clearly 
to all concerned. Engage in dialogue 
with your staff and unions, if applicable, 
to ensure their buy-in and to allow for 
potential issues to be identified and for 
associated policies and procedures to be 
improved. 

Performance management is a critical 
part of your toolkit in creating a positive 
organisational culture. It creates a 
platform from which people and the 
businesses they are in can improve, 
and remain competitive and valid in an 
ever-changing world. High performance 
organisations have employees who 
see performance management as their 
responsibility. They do not put their 

continued on page 28
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Whether you are a small business owner 
or have already expanded the business 
to the level where you have six or more 
employees, don't ignore the advantages of 
using payroll software simply because you 
want to save money. Indeed, automation 
of various accounting functions and 
payroll management tasks can help you 
to save money, especially if you integrate 
the payroll management tasks with 
accounting. 

Here five advantages of using payroll 
software:

1. Improve payroll accuracy
When using the right payroll software, you 
minimise the risk of payroll mistakes. With 
accuracy on payslips being exceptionally 
important for the employees, SARS and 
the company, you cannot afford mistakes. 
Manual or spreadsheet payroll processing 
leaves tremendous room for errors. 

2. Improve forecasting ability
Using payroll software effectively has the 
advantage of giving you more transparency 
in payroll expense monitoring and 
management. You can use graphs for 
relevant forecasting of expenses and this 
information can then be used in business 
performance management. 

3. Improve tax compliance
With an effective payroll software 
solution, you will be able to record tax 
payments, collect data, retrieve reports, 
do submissions, and avoid errors because 
the system automates many of the payroll 
calculations. Using our software will enable 
you to effortlessly stay compliant with the 
latest payroll tax regulations.

4. Improve backup reliability
Considering the many data security threats 
that companies in South Africa face, it is 
imperative to invest in a system that allows 

for automated or scheduled backups of the 
data. 

5. Improve employee access to data
With the Employee Self Service Module 
forming part of our payroll software, your 
employees and their managers can access 
their payroll information, view and print 
their IRP5s, print salary slips, and make 
the necessary changes to their contact 
information. They can do online leave 
applications and the system will follow an 
automated process regarding approval. As 
such, you reduce the HR division's workload.

PAYDAY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS explains why this becomes important as your business grows...

Nigel Bird, CEO,  
PayDay Software Systems

The advantages of using
payroll software

SME GUIDE Advertorial
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Deirdre Elphick-Moore is the co-
founder of soft skills development 
firm The Office Coach. Working 
with her clients, Deirdre and 
her team create bespoke skills 
and personal development 
programmes to benefit 
individuals and organisations.

futures in the hands of senior employees who 
may or may not have the aptitude or attitude 
for effectively managing them. You need to 
articulate this to your employees in a way that 
they understand and you need to be open-
minded about any input they offer.

Performance management should be a 
collaborative process; employees and employers 
should both provide input. I believe that a 
skeleton or framework can be developed 
by those responsible for Human Resource 
Management (e.g. your Skills Development 
Facilitator) but employees should be given an 
opportunity to 'put flesh on the bones'. For 
example, employees and their managers should 
collaborate to agree (a) basic job descriptions (b) 
key performance areas and (c) key performance 
measures. People perform better and with 
greater complicity if they have been involved in 
determining the parameters. Managers need 
to be skilled in leading these discussions 
and in facilitating outcomes that support 
organisational goals.

The term 'employer of choice' has become 
a cliché but is important if you are going to 
successfully attract the best freelance talent. 
Throughout the hiring process be sure to 
carefully manage your brand and deliver on any 
promises made. Your brand advertisers, public 
relations team, your website and presence on 
sites like LinkedIn all serve to build your brand. 
It is what people will look at when deciding 
whether to engage with you or not. Invest in 
this, spending as much as your business can 
afford on creating evidence of who you are and 
what your business does. Showcase success 
stories, including details of projects where you 
have engaged other freelancers. 

This paradigm shift – seeing the world through 
the eyes of those you are trying to recruit – 
will serve you well. In Agile Talent authors Jon 
Younger, Spencer Patterson and Aaron Younger 
write: "Accenture estimates that 20 to 30% of 
FTE's are what we term agile talent (contractors, 
gigsters consultants, and other externals 
sought for their particular expertise); Deloitte 
estimates 30 to 40%. Our data suggests an even 
higher percentage in the future – over 50% of 
global companies surveyed plan to increase 
their use of agile talent."

High-performance organisations 
do not take their culture for 
granted. They plan it, monitor 
it and manage it so that it 
remains aligned with what they 
want to achieve. In the words 
of Peter Drucker: "Culture eats 
strategy for breakfast". There 
are a number of management 
activities that, collectively, can 
create an environment or culture 
of excellence within which 
freelancers can deliver exceptional 
work:

Define what winning looks like: 
Look across the entire organisation 
and define what success looks like 
from a variety of perspectives – 
sales, marketing, customer service, 
procurement, finance etc. And 
when you know, clearly define it 
for everyone to understand.

Define your 'preferred culture': 
In the same way you shape and 
communicate a vision, you need to 
define the culture you are striving 
for. Establish preferred behaviours 
that support your values. Which 
aspects of your current culture 
are you happy/unhappy with? 
What behaviours do you need to 
create the culture you want? What 
behaviours get rewarded? Which 
unacceptable behaviours are 
tolerated? How do you measure up 
against your preferred behaviours?

Set stretch targets: Employees 
tend to rise to the challenge. The 
more you expect, the more they 
will achieve. But there is a fine 
line between good stretch targets 
which energise and those that can 
dampen morale.

Connect to the 'big picture': Most 
employees want to be a part of a 
compelling future; they want to 
know what is most important at 
work and what excellence looks 
like. For targets to be meaningful 

and effective at motivating 
employees, they must be linked 
to your business objectives. 
Employees who don't understand 
the role they play in your success 
are more likely to become 
disengaged. No matter their level, 
an employee should be able to 
articulate how their efforts feed 
into the broader company strategy.

Hold people accountable: When 
people understand boundaries 
and when they know where the 
company wants to go, they feel 
empowered because they have the 
freedom to decide and act, and 
make the right choices. 

Be transparent in all operations: 
For example, by sharing financial 
information with employees, 
you can increase their sense of 
ownership. Ensure employees 
understand how their role impacts 
the bottom line, and potentially 
their bonus.

Use storytelling: Storytelling can 
be a powerful tool when you 
want to drive change and improve 
performance. Leadership must 
be able to use stories to motivate 
employees to achieve more than 
they thought possible.

Keep communicating: Internal 
communication has to be top of 
the agenda. Has your team heard 
the message? Do they believe 
it? Do they know what it means? 
Have they interpreted correctly 
and understand what it means for 
them?

Recognise wins: Remember to 
celebrate achievements. Taking 
time to celebrate is important 
because it acknowledges people's 
hard work, boosts morale and 
keeps up the momentum. If you 
want something to grow, pour 
champagne on it.

CREATE A CULTURE  
OF EXCELLENCE

continued from page 26
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For business owners a biometric time 
clock means accurate employee time and 
attendance records, and the biometric 
scanners eliminate cheating. "Employees 
can clock in and out as many times as 
needed, and the system automatically 
tallies their hours and gives precise 
reporting. So employees get their breaks 
and you pay for the hours they work," 
explains Taback.

Start small 
"Business owners can start with a simple 
entry-level fingerprint reader if they have 
a few staff. For bigger organisations, 
systems are available that can store 
3000 fingerprints or more," says Vivian 
Taback of International Time and Access 
Technologies (Itatec), "and our enterprise 

Keep out unwanted people
and improve your safety

FINGERPRINT
CLOCKING AND
ACCESS CONTROL
Solutions for your business
- no matter how small or big

INTRODUCING THE NEW GENENERATION
FINGERPRINT CLOCKING
£ 2.8-inch colour screen
£ Full capacitive touch keypad
£ Touch to wake optical fingerprint sensor
£ High speed fingerprint recognition
£ Built in proximity card reader
£ Easy-to-operate
£ Up to 3 000 users

Time and attendance 
clocking has never been 
easier or more affordable

Itatec has a range of fingerprint readers for
the smallest to the biggest organisations.

Contact Itatec Sales on 0860 100 854
Or visit www.itatec.co.za/promo

ON
PROMOTION W1 Advanced

Clocking Station

Now more affordable 
with the latest technology

KEY FEATURES
£ Fast face scan usually in less 
    than 1 second
£ Displays user’s number and picture
£ LAN connectivity or USB flash drive
    data download
£ Access control or clocking
£ Portable version for off-site use

Recognizes people by
scanning facial features

ITATEC supports self-install purchases
as well as full installations if needed.

FACIAL
RECOGNITION
The new era, no touch solution 
to clocking and access control

Contact Itatec Sales on 0860 100 854
Or visit www.itatec.co.za/face

We chatted to Vivian Taback of 
INTERNATIONAL TIME AND ACCESS 
TECHNOLOGIES (Itatec) to find how 
controlling access to your workplace, as well 
as monitoring staff timekeeping can protect 
your company and help save money. 

Clocking in
systems are cloud based and can include 
many sites spread around the country".

In addition, biometric systems are used to 
control access to buildings and premises, 
improving security in these times of high 
crime. Itatec supplies door locks and 
turnstiles to provide a complete turnkey 
solution. The old card or PIN-code door 
openers are vulnerable and so a biometric 
system is always the best choice when 
it comes to safety of one's people and 
premises. The new Speedgate is a major 
improvement in controlling reception 
areas to ensure that only authorised 
people go into a building.

The right solution for you
Itatec has a range of best of breed 
biometric readers to scan fingerprints and 
even faces. Facial recognition is the most 
convenient biometric system available. 
One clocks even when one's hands are 
full of parcels, or the fingers are dirty. 
This is a special advantage in the food 
industries and medical facilities where 
hygiene is so important. A professional 
consultant from Itatec can advise on the 
best choice and provide a free quotation.

 A portable 
version of 
each reader 
makes it 
possible 
to collect 
employees' 
clockings 
out at 
site and 
have them 
transferred 
back to head 
office via 
the internet 
or the cellphone network. Itatec has its own 
in-house developed time and attendance 
software called Clockwatch. To get the 
best advantage of the system, Clockwatch 
caters for many real world factors like tea 
and lunch breaks, overtime, shifts and 
grace time. Useful management reports are 
produced and Clockwatch integrates easily 
with popular payroll software, making it a 
huge time and money saver. With one click 
you can generate a file ready for processing 
your payroll, saving you time by avoiding 
manual entry and this also eliminates errors.

SME GUIDE Advertorial
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So, your company is built on an 
excellent product, innovative solutions 
or great technology – and it's ready 
to move up a gear. You're on top of 
trends like digitisation, AI (Artificial 
Intelligence), cryptocurrency and 
exploding new industries like space 
and IoT (Internet of Things). Changing 
times bring about incredible new 
opportunities. And one thing is for sure 
– doing business will never be the same 
again.

However, changing business models 
and rapid market shifts require that 
your team be sharper and faster than 
ever before. New opportunities also 
come with new risks. There are more 
complexities to navigate and more 
tasks to complete to ensure that your 
business comes out on top.

Your go-to finance person 
A key skill to have on board in this 
changing economy is that of the CFO or 
Chief Financial Officer. The CFO is your 
go-to finance person. They hold the 
reigns of company cash flow, financial 
strategy and risk mitigation. They make 
sure that your business runs on world-
class systems, and that you are able to 
raise that next round of growth finance.

When you are building your idea and 
gaining first market validation, odds 
are that you don't need a CFO yet. 
And a full-time CFO is probably only a 
must-have after turnover has broken 
many tens of millions. But what about 
the space in between? Let's call it the 
scale-up phase. That year 2,3,4,5,6,7... 
where your business is growing rapidly, 
but where it does not quite have the 
budget for a full-time CFO yet. This 
is the phase during which it is critical 
to navigate growth effectively. This is 
the phase that is perfectly suited for 
an outsourced CFO – a go-to finance 

Does your growing business 
need a Chief Financial Officer?
This is a function that can be effectively outsourced, to get the skills you need and save money...
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Elysian Consulting 
Elysian Consulting is a 100% female-owned 
business, established in 2017. Founded by Ane 
Verster, an advocate and business consultant with 
over 13 years' experience, the business aims to 
be a trusted legal partner to clients, providing 
a professional and affordable service through 
customised end-to-end solutions. They deal 
in corporate and commercial law, mining and 
construction law, as well as privacy and compliance 
solutions to the need of each and every client. 

The team consists of consultants with a wide 
variety of experience across the different services 
offered, which is a big advantage to clients as 
specific and tailored legal-related work can be 
outsourced to them, while litigation matters can 
still be referred to the traditional firms that clients 
are used to dealing with. 

Elysian are focussed on providing clients, 
small to large sized, with alternative and 
specialised professional consulting services to 
address the specific needs of clients, is cost 
effective and have the least impact on the day to 
day operations of the client.

The service offerings includes contracts and 
specifically handling the routine components 
of the contract life-cycle process (drafting, 
managing, reviewing and negotiation thereof); 
commercial support through legal opinions, 
ad-hoc legal services, legal risk management to 
eliminate potential legal risks and the outsourcing 
of all client legal services to Elysian; regulatory 
compliance and privacy law solutions; and tailor 
made training and E-learning programmes. 

Visit www.elysianconsulting.co.za.

expert that can advise you on the 
complexities of financial management 
and business.

Look out for these signs
How do you know when it's time to 
make the jump? There are certain 
"trigger points" that indicate that you 
might need to look at an outsourced 
CFO to help take your business to the 
next level. These trigger points can be 
proactive or reactive.

Reactive trigger points are the ones you 
want to eliminate from your life. They 
include things like:

• Your books say that your company is 
making profit and you are paying tax, but 
there never seems to be cash in the bank;
• A potential investor is asking for 
a financial forecast, but you have no 
idea where to start;
• The tax man is knocking on your 
door, asking questions about tax types 
you are unsure of.

These kinds of scenarios are stressful. 
If any of them describe how you feel, 
it might be time to call the experts in 
and get an outsourced CFO.

Proactive trigger points are things you 

Louw Barnardt CA(SA) is 
the founder and managing 
director of Outsourced CFO, 
a financial consultancy that 
specialises in CFO and cloud 
accounting services for tech 
and innovation companies.

desire for your business going 
into the next phase of scaling up:

• Your turnover is growing 
fast. You want to engineer 
your business to be even 
more profitable;
• You want to have live 
access to financial information 
and key metrics to help you 
make better decisions faster;
• You want to attract an 
investor soon. You need to 
prepare, package and value 
your company.

Building a successful company 
is incredibly tough, so make 
sure that you're not left out in 
the dark. In today's business 
world even start-ups can 
ensure that their business 
growth is in the capable hands 
of an experienced CFO. 
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FOCUS ON The Food Industry

Menu 
boards 
transformed

Menu boards, which play a 
pivotal role in the consumer 
menu selection process in 
quick service restaurants (QSR), 
have evolved in leaps and 
bounds over the past 15 years.  
Not only has the food offering 
changed dramatically, but so 
has the display mechanism of 
the edible options.

In recent years, menu 
offerings have shifted to 
healthier and fresher options 
and the need for smaller-bite 
size on-the-go solutions, 
which are affordable tummy 
fillers. In tandem with this 
has been how the options 
are visually displayed and 
communicated on the menu 
boards. "As tech has become 
increasingly advanced, 
menu boards have changed 
significantly and many QSR 
brands have already shifted 
to using the digital option," 
comments Andrew Ridl, CEO 
of One Digital Media (ODM). 

"Some brands are even 
incorporating touch screen 

ordering points to enhance 
the speed of service and the 
overall customer experience," 
says Ridl.  "Initially this was a 
novelty and only pilot stores 
were experimenting with 
touch screen self-service 
terminals – now these are 
the norm in most first world 
countries.  For example, 
take Shake Shack in Manhattan 
who are using technological 
innovation to dominate the 
better-burger segment, by 
focussing on the customer 
experience and reducing 
the time spent to order and 
receive a fantastic meal."

 "Today's customers already 
incorporate technology into 
all aspects of their lives from 
mobile phones and tablets, to 
flat-screen TVs and voice-
activated home assistants. 
Consumers have come to 
expect a digital experience, 
and the last thing a restaurant 
operator wants to do is create 
the impression that their 
business is old, tired and living 
in the past," ends Ridl. 

Even with the current tough 
economic times in South 
Africa, the franchising market 
still represents lucrative 
opportunities. It is worth R587 
billion, which is approximately 
13.3% of the South African 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
according to the Franchise 
Association of South Africa 
(FASA). The fastest-growing 
sector within this is without 
doubt the fast food quick 
service restaurant (QSR) sector. 
There are over fifty well-known 
local and international fast food 
brands operating just under six 
thousand stores in the country 
with fifteen brands accounting 
for eighty percent of the stores.

The global Muslim population 
exceeds 1.6 billion and is 
expected to reach 2.2 billion 
by 2030. It is an article of the 
Islamic faith that one can only 
consume Halaal foods. It is also 
forbidden to derive income 
from the sale of items that one 
is not allowed to consume. It 
is therefore, not surprising in 
the least that the market for 
Halaal products and services 
has attracted the attention of 
big business and their brand 

are now represented in many 
Muslim majority countries such 
as the GCC States. Their Halaal 
offerings have transformed it 
from an exclusive niche market 
to a global market phenomenon 
that just continues growing 
unabated. Muslims in South 
Africa have readily embraced 
this model as is evident by the 
number of players far exceeding 
the demographic profile of 
two percent of the population 
in sectors such as fast food 
outlets and convenience service 
stations.

To take every precaution to 
protect your investment of a 
lifetime, ensure that your entry 
into franchising is regulated 
by established authorities 
committed to upholding the 
highest standards. You would 
be well within your rights to see 
if your prospective franchisor 
is registered with the Franchise 
Association of South Africa 
(FASA) and that they in turn are 
certified with the South African 
National Halaal Authority 
(SANHA). 

Visit SANHA on www.sanha.org.
za for further information.

NEW APP makes 
restaurant     bookings easy

Dineplan has launched South 
Africa's first instant booking 
platform for restaurants. 
It is an innovative app that 
enables patrons to now 
browse and instantly make 
restaurant reservations 
according to customer 
ratings, specific cuisines, 
availability, name, area or 
even by current location.

Pairing halaal and fast food 
franchising for menu success



The fast food and quick 
service restaurant 
(QSR) sector continues 
to show steady growth 
on the back of what has 
been a tough economic 
climate in South Africa. 
With a contribution in 
access of 29%, QSR has 
by far the biggest share in 
franchising turnover.

According to the 
Franchise Association 
of South Africa (FASA), 
the franchising market is 
worth R587 billion Rand, 
which is approximately 
13.3% of the South 
African Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP).

Andre Beck, Sector 
Head: Fast Food and 
Restaurants at FNB 
Business says, "Industry 
data shows that South 
Africa has seen more 
franchises opening fast 
food and restaurant 
outlets in spite of the 

floundering economy. 
This clearly paints a 
picture of a sector that is 
competitive and lucrative, 
and more importantly, 
it shows that the 
franchising has sustained 
appetite to grow further 
in the local economy."

Beck shares five key 
trends in this sector:
Healthy food: Customers 
are mindful of what they 
consume more than 
before; they want to 
know which ingredients 
you have used to prepare 
their food. As a result, 
health centric franchise 
brands are penetrating 
the market.

Speed of delivery: Using 
technology to effectively 
serve customers; more 
fast food franchises 
have made it possible for 
customers to use mobile 
Apps and other digital 
tools to receive their 

orders quickly.

Free delivery: In 
this extremely busy 
environment, businesses 
have understood the 
power of bringing 
business to the 
customer's doorstep step.

Month end peaks: A lot 
of consumers tend to 
visit food outlets during 
month ends to buy or eat 
with their families. This 
has become one of the 
most treasured habits for 
most families.

 "Despite the intense 
competition for food 
franchising, this sector 
has exceptionally 
demonstrated that 
franchising remains one 
of the sectors that needs 
to be thoroughly explored 
to grow the economy and 
create job opportunities," 
concludes Beck.

The team behind Dineplan wanted to 
make it easy to secure and manage 
a restaurant booking on-the-go, so 
it included a broad list of features 
and functionality. The Dineplan app 
allows users to conduct location-based 
searches, create lists of their favourite 
restaurants, browse customer ratings 
and even research different cuisines on 
offer. Diners can also check a restaurant's 
operating hours and even share 
reservation information with fellow 

diners including Google Map locations.

Dineplan not only offers a platform 
for restaurant patrons, it also has 
a reservation solution that makes 
it easier for restaurant owners to 
manage bookings. When a restaurant 
combines this reservation management 
software with the app, guests can view 
a restaurant's availability in real-time 
and make bookings that are confirmed 
immediately.

SA fast food franchising on the rise
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Q
FOCUS ON The Food Industry

Can you tell us a bit about 
how you got into the food 
sector and what led to the 
establishment of The Artisan 
Restaurant & Cocktail Bar in 
Greenside, Johannesburg? 
The honest answer is that it was 
mostly by accident. I had been 
operating an events business in the 
casino industry, bought a bar with my 
business partners (because y'know 
"we should buy a bar" is always a great 
idea). From there we had some fun for 
a year or two until we started to realise 
that the student crowd at this dive 
bar wasn't going to last, and that we 
needed to make a change. The short 
story is that myself and three partners 
decided to renovate and revamp and 
start a more upmarket restaurant and 
cocktail bar, despite the fact that we 
had no idea what we were doing. The 
next chapter saw my partner Jon and 
I getting pretty stuck into learning the 
ropes and embarking on the mission  
of fixing and improving the place.

What is it about your  
offering that you feel  
draws the crowds? 
Our offering has become more and 
more specific, in terms of specialising 
in cocktails and tapas. We have also 
focused on catering for parties and 
events which has worked really well. 
We've had to work hard to establish 

A taste for success 
Food-preneur MATT 
BECKETT shares his 
journey of starting 
up in the restaurant 
industry...

ourselves as a "destination venue" as 
the strip in which we're located has 
taken a beating over the last three 
years, with bad traders, lazy landlords, 
drunk car guards and empty shops. 
We've had to overcome the loss of 
foot traffic to the strip and operate 
on the assumption that people must 
come directly to us for the experience 
we're offering – or that they're not 
coming. This as opposed to the 

footfall of being in a good mall or  
on a popular strip. So while there's  
a positive in the forced improvement, 
I'd still prefer to see the area busier 
and my neighbours attracting more 
custom.

Can you describe some 
key challenges you've 
experienced? 
The restaurant industry has so many 



moving parts that it's fairly 
difficult to put your finger 
on one area. I think one of 
the tricky parts of building 
a small business is reducing 
the potential negative impact 
and liability on your personal 
life; with your own sureties 
on overdrafts etc, while 
still going forward with the 
positive improvements and 
growth you'd like to affect 
in your business. A helpful 
slogan someone shared 
with me on balancing these 
things out is to "proceed as if 
success in inevitable".

What are some of the 
challenges facing the 
South African food 
industry as a whole?
Pricing and consumer 
behaviour. Our industry has 
very fine lines to tread and some 
pretty ironclad restraints in terms 
of margins, but all of these margins 
are predominantly dictated by what 
the customer is willing to spend. Too 
often a customer will complain that 
something is overpriced; for example 
comparing the cost of a bottle of 
wine in the restaurant compared to 
what it retails for in-store. While the 
restaurateur is clear on the fact that 
their pricing has to include expenses 
such as paying rent, staff and so on; 
the net effect is that they do tend 
to keep prices a bit lower than they 
should be, and specials and happy 
hours a bit more frequent than they 
should be. This takes its toll on being 
able to pay suppliers; staff earn lower 
wages and then the quality of service 
declines. It's a vicious cycle that 
keeps repeating itself as outlets then 
resort to further specials to keep feet 
coming through the door. 

What are some of the trends 
that you see in this sector 
for entrepreneurs to take 
advantage of?

There's a trend/opportunity towards 
mixed use, and the captive market 
and support base for your business 
that that creates. We see an interest 
and expansion in local cuisine options, 
executed in a contemporary manner. 
Despite the challenge outlined 
above, we do see better business 
practice creating better business, with 
consumers shifting to more conscious 
buying which allows for unique social 
missions. 

Importantly, there is a plethora 
of support and ancillary services 
available now that didn't exist 
a few years ago – while before 
entrepreneurs had to be a jack of all 
trades, today there is easy access 
to good online accounting software 
and businesses designed to serve 
start-ups using these programmes 
(e.g www.xero.com and www.sentera.
co.za). It's also easier to access and 
afford marketing through social 
media and agencies build to service 
companies that aren't just mega 
corporates (www.pomegranite.co.za). 

Being able to use other 
businesses for what they're 
good at, so you can focus on 
your core business is easier 
and cheaper than it was a 
few years ago. 

What characteristics 
do you think are 
important for an 
entrepreneur starting 
up in the food 
industry to have?
I think a fundamental love 
of the feel and interaction 
of the service industry, or a 
real drive for food or drink is 
the best place to start. From 
there you have to be willing 
to live and breathe your 
business in exchange for 
the departure of corporate 
boredom/constraints.

You no doubt have some 
future plans on the agenda. 
Can you share one or two  
of these with us?
I do have some exciting plans, 
but I'm not quite sure how they 
will materialise just yet. What I'm 
working on is more farm-to-shelf 
or farm-to-table offerings. I think 
that direct links with farming, and 
preferably more urban, micro and 
sustainable farming (e.g. urban 
hydroponic set ups) can have some 
really good impact on the economies 
of the food industry in general, and 
will start to create opportunities 
for new SMEs and micro-preneurs 
as the world starts cottoning on to 
the fact that farming can be more 
local, more healthy and less water 
and land intensive. Hopefully in the 
next few months I'll be able to share 
plans for a more fresh local market 
in my area, with more direct links  
to local businesses, and less use  
of plastics.

I think a fundamental 
love of the feel and 
interaction of the 
service industry, or a 
real drive for food or 
drink is the best place 
to start.
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FOCUS ON A-Z Food Opportunities

Braai Hut South Africa is known for its sunshine, passion for sport and braaivleis. And The Braai 
Hut, is looking to serve up delicious, traditional braaivleis fare - steak, chops, sausage 
and more - in malls and other sites across the country. This is a South African tradition 
turned into a profitable and exciting business opportunity. The stores offer a full range of 
ready-prepared, take-away braai meals along with salads, pap and other side orders. The 
investment of R345 000 has been kept low to ensure that this remains a viable business 
opportunity with a menu that is loved by all South Africans.

Tel 072 203 7872
Email sabizopps@gmail.com 
Website www.sabizopps.co.za

Col’cacchio

Tel 084 800 7264
Email tarryng@colcacchio.co.za  
Website www.colcacchio.co.za

Eezi Street Pizzas Brand new on the mobile/convenience food scene, the response to Eezi Street Pizzas has 
been overwhelmingly positive.  They're cropping up at most major events in the Cape, as 
well as at markets, school sports days, home parties, corporate functions: anywhere pizza 
is consumed – and that's pretty much everywhere! Eezi Street's unique, world-first oven 
bakes a pizza in a minute – delivering flame-baked flavour in a flash. The Eezi Street concept 
makes for a simple, cost- staff- and energy-efficient operation. A menu with standard 
toppings is available or you can customise the Eezi Cheezi (Margarita), with fresh toppings. 
Eezi Street's network of licensed operators is expanding, so come on board and be part of 
this success story. 

Tel 083 412 9877
Email brandowner@eezistreetpizzas.com 
Website www.eezistreetpizzas.com

Excell Catering Equipment Excell Catering Equipment was established by Sean Kriel in Kimberley in 2000 and has 
grown to become a highly reputable and recognised supplier of commercial catering 
equipment. Joined by Barry Minopetros in 2003, Excell is able to offer its franchisees and 
customers support in the truest sense of the word. The company has a code of ethics 
aimed at having a positive impact on all with whom it deals by demonstrating fundamental 
life skills and values, integrity, honesty, openness and radiating a positive attitude. 
Deserving candidates are invited to join the company as franchisees, helping to grow the 
brand to become the biggest and best in South Africa, and to carry forward the company's 
high standards.

Tel 083 235 0169
Email excell@isat.co.za 
Website www.excellcatering.co.za

The Brazen Head Are you interested in owning your own restaurant and pub? A Brazen Head  
restaurant may be just the answer for you. Celebrated for its warm and welcoming 
atmosphere, this popular franchise brand offers guests a truly authentic Irish dining and 
entertainment experience. Bringing this to life, the restaurant has an extensive food menu 
and full wine and beverage menu, including many international beers on tap. Our menu 
features hearty, wholesome, reasonably priced Irish and South African fare that appeals to 
the local palate.  The Brazen Head allows you to experience a true taste of Ireland in South 
Africa.  For more information, please email us or call our Head Office and speak to Karin 
van der Walt or Ralph Rojahn.

Tel 011 467 4224 
Email info@brazenhead.co.za  
Website www.brazenhead.co.za

Col’cacchio is looking for franchisees to join their 35-store strong network, and become 
a part of the family. Hands-on operators, who are not afraid of hard work and are looking 
to be rewarded for their hard work are invited to apply. Prior restaurant experience is 
not necessarily a requirement; however they are looking for passionate candidates with 
exceptional people skills who are committed to service excellence and creating customer 
loyalty. Franchisees attend two months of training prior to the opening of their store, with at 
least one month of hand-holding from head office in their own store after opening. Thereafter, 
they can look forward to receiving significant support, with frequent store visits from Head 
Office for training and operational purposes. For more information contact Tarryn Godley.  



With a 35-store strong network, and their 
36th outlet about to open, the Col'cacchio 
brand has firmly entrenched itself in 
the market, with casually sophisticated 
restaurants serving gourmet woodfired 
pizza since 1992. "We appeal to a cross 
section of people and we're family friendly. 
Traditionally, pizza has been a take-away 
item, and we've made it cool to have pizza 
in a sit down environment. We also offer 
an extensive menu which includes a range 
of delicious pastas, salads, light meals 
and mains," says Business Development 
Manager Tarryn Godley. 

Col'cacchio is looking for hands-on 
franchisees to join them on their 
expansion path, with their aim of steady 
growth across the country, including 
some smaller towns. "We are looking 
for owner operators who are not afraid 
of working hard and are looking to be 
rewarded for their hard work. Prior 
restaurant experience is not necessarily 

a requirement; however we are looking 
for passionate candidates who have 
exceptional people management skills 
and who are committed to service 
excellence and creating customer loyalty. 
Our franchisees are resilient, and they 
understand that when the going gets 
tough, the tough get going," says Godley. 

Immense operational support 
Franchisees attend two months' training 
prior to the opening of their store, with at 
least one month of hand-holding from head 
office in their own store after opening, 
or until such time as they feel they are 
ready to trade on their own. Godley 
explains: "We offer immense operational 
support to our franchisees. Head office 
representatives will visit a store on an 
average of five times per month - an 
average of three visits per month for 
training purposes, and an average of two 
visits per month for operational purposes." 

Stores range in size from 140m² to  
350m², with estimated set-up costs 
ranging from R2.5 million to R4.5 million 
(excluding Vat). There is a franchise fee of  
R125 000 ex Vat, and royalties of 6% 
towards management and 2% marketing. 

"There are significant food trends taking 
place in the industry, for example the 
move towards healthy food and the on-
demand delivery space. Col'cacchio is 
ready to innovate... and we are excited 
about our future," concludes Godley.

Col'cacchio invites motivated entrepreneurs to join them  
as they serve the nation... 

Firing up for franchise success

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY Advertorial
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FOCUS ON The Food Industry

1Give them a taste of what's 
to come 

South African supermarkets on a Saturday 
are a treasure trove of sampling – often 
the entire store is filled with the aroma 
of sizzling tidbits in frying pans. You 
pop one in your mouth and you're sold. 
After a brief chat about the new cook-in-
sauce on offer, you're more than willing 
to throw a jar or two in your trolley and 
carry on shopping. This is what makes 
sampling such an awesome marketing 
tool. The product has the chance to sell 
itself, and little more needs to be said. 
It's a free opportunity to experience the 
product or service and for customers to 
start building a relationship with your 
brand. In your food outlet, there are many 
great ways to let people sample what you 
offer; including the service, the quality 
of the product and the ambience of your 
store. And this is all without you having Ba
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Get them IN! 
Three ways to get customers off the street and into your outlet...

to do any hard-sell marketing. Sampling 
gets you interacting with your customers 
and builds a relationship that can last for 
years. Here are some further examples of 
sampling methods:

▪ A free game drive on the first morning 
of a stay at a game reserve.
▪ A free 17-point safety check at your 
car dealership.
▪ A free plate of take-aways delivered 
to offices in your neighbourhood.
▪ A free pair of sneakers for journalists 
or other influential people in your 
neighbourhood.

Any new store, a corner pub, a take-
away or a tyre dealership can establish 
relationships with new customers by 
offering free samples at opening, or to 
revitalise business. A mailer or a flyer can 
announce a free Coke with a meal, free 
delivery or a car wash on the house. 

2Put a blackboard across 
their path 

It may be because it was instilled in 
all of us when we were at school, but 
we have all been programmed to read 
a blackboard - it just grabs people's 
attention. A blackboard can be a menu; 
it can showcase specials; it can be 
written or illustrated, and it can be for 
information or entertainment. But you 
can be sure your customers will check it 
out. There is a small blackboard outside 
a petrol station on Jan Smuts Avenue 
in Johannesburg. The owner updates it 
daily with witty remarks or interesting 
quotes, and it really turns heads - 
sometimes you feel compelled to change 
lanes to the far left, just so you can read 
the blackboard!

In the same way, an A1 snapper board 
or sandwich board can be placed at the 
entrance of your business. Refreshed 
with new promotional posters, it can 
serve to advise customers of current 
as well as future promotions. When 
customers walk into your business, 
they take a good look to see what is 
on offer and it's important to use every 
opportunity to tell them. 

3Give them some reading 
material 

Some media experts will tell you that 
consumer newspapers and magazines are 
in terrible decline, and therefore print 
media is no longer a viable platform for 
marketing and advertising. Nothing could 
be further from the truth! Just because 
traditional media platforms might be past 
their prime doesn't mean you can't use 
the technology to create your own media 
and put out your own message. Desktop 
publishing means it's never been easier 
and cheaper to print your own flyers, 
mailers and other publications. It's well 
worth doing.

One of the most successful media 
promotions we used at The Brazen 
Head was the publication of The Brazen 

Come 
on in 
and 
hear 

today's 
specials



Head Times, which was printed in newspaper format. The 
beauty of this in-house title was that the cost of the paper 
was paid for by one of our major suppliers. They then 
were able to advertise prominently in the "newspaper". 
The publication was a quarterly and was made available 
for patrons to take away. It was a great platform for us to 
communicate our various promotions and brand messages 
and provided something interesting for patrons to read 
while they waited for their food or sipped on a beer. Our 
"newspaper" contained the following information:

▪ Details of the lead promotion on the front page (paid for 
by sponsor)

▪ We advertised contact details for franchise enquiries

▪ Ways to join the Birthday Club

▪ Promotion of future events at the restaurant

▪ Useful information for the local community

▪ Details of forthcoming big promotions at Brazen Head 
restaurants
▪ Information on catering by The Brazen Head for big 
parties

We encouraged customers to take the paper away with 
them, giving us a chance to reach more people in their 
homes. This in-house type of newspaper can be used as a 
selling tool in most customer-facing industries.

Sometimes the best marketing techniques are simple 
and don't cost a lot – it's just about taking a step back 
and being a bit creative. Let us know if you have any luck 
implementing any of the above – we'd love to hear your 
neighbourhood marketing success stories. 

To order Basil O'Hagan's book 415 Action-Packed 
Neighbourhood Marketing Tips or to have him speak at 
your next event, contact 011 467 2358/083 412 4459, email: 
basil@bohmarketing.co.za or visit: www.bohmarketing.co.za.

When customers walk 
into your business, they 
take a good look to see 
what is on offer, and it 
is important to use every 
opportunity to tell them. 
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FRANCHISE & BIZOPPS GUIDE Opportunities Under R300K

1 Give yourself a personality 
test 
If you're the creative type who likes 
to cook without recipes, paint walls 
wild colours and experiment, you're 
probably not cut out to be a franchisee. 
Franchising is about following the rules 
and operating within a highly regulated 
system. 

2 Study the field
Research the available information 
on the franchising sector – check out 
the Franchising Association of South 
Africa (FASA)'s website, www.fasa.
co.za for a host of articles pertaining to 
what it means to invest in a franchised 
business. 

3 Assess your strengths
Ask friends and family to help you 
evaluate how well your skills and 
personality match the business you're 
considering. Experience also matters 
– if you have no background in the 
food industry, for example, it might be 
difficult to open a restaurant franchise 
assuming it's just a "business in a box". 

4 Count your money 
Look beyond the minimum requirement 
for buying a franchise, usually listed 
as the franchise fee and the cost of 
equipment. You should have access to 
capital that will cover both business 
expenses for six months and personal 
living expenses for a year. 

8 Consider hiring 
professional help
If you have accounting know-how and 
feel comfortable reading a balance 
sheet, you've insured a past business 
and negotiated legal contracts, you 
may not need an accountant, insurance 
agent and lawyer. But at least getting 
a second legal eye on the franchise 
contract could be worth its weight in 
gold, for extra peace of mind. 

9 Explore working in the 
business 
Domino's strongly favours franchise 
applicants who have worked their way 
up from delivering pizzas, and working 
in the business you want to buy really is 
the best way to see how it works from 
the inside. If you can spend six months 
as a worker before you become a 
franchisee, you'll benefit enormously. 

10 Do a cost/benefit 
analysis
Make an old-fashioned pros and 
cons list. On the one side, write the 
benefits you're getting, for example 
an established brand, proven market, 
training, etc; and on the other side 
list the costs and liabilities (mark-ups 
on required ingredients, royalties). If 
you think you could open your own 
shop that would be equally successful, 
perhaps you can do it without the 
franchised name. 

Investing in a franchise or business opportunity can be a great 
move for a would-be entrepreneur who doesn't want to buy a 
business from scratch. In theory, franchisees acquire a model 
that already works on every level, from branding to pricing to 
marketing. While things can go incredibly well, they can also go 
wrong; and so the experts recommend the following steps before 
signing on the dotted line: 

5 Dig for dirt 
No one wants to believe the worst 
but when you're investing your life 
savings you want to make sure you've 
searched for any possible negatives. 
Look for reviews online and read 
reports documenting store closings and 
so forth. 

6 Talk to franchisees
Disclosure documents include the 
names and phone numbers of current 
franchisees. Talk to at least ten. Ask 
about pros, cons, and hidden costs. 
What did they learn that they didn't 
glean from their research before they 
became franchisees? How long did it 
take them to become profitable? How 
supportive is the franchisor? Given 
what they know now, would they invest 
again, or recommend the franchise to a 
close family member?

7 Read the entire disclosure 
document 
Don't be intimidated 
by the size of 
this document; 
it offers a 
gold mine of 
information, such 
as bankruptcy filings 
by the franchisor, 
litigation involving the 
company, the type of 
training offered and costs 
that may not seem initially 
obvious.

10 must-do's before  
buying a business



FEATURED OPPORTUNITY Advertorial

Invest in a fast-moving 
technology industry
ITS South Africa offers entrepreneurs an opportunity to share in their growth business model... 

Since 1989, Eddie Kartun, the Founder 
and Chairman of the Digifleet Group, 
had a dream to build a business in the 
automotive industry, where cars could 
speak to the owner, and information 
could be sent via a wireless telephone. 

Thirty years later, this dream has become 
a reality with the birth of SkyServer and 
the EyeZon Tracknology model from 
Intelligent Transportation Systems South 
Africa (ITS SA), a spin off technology 
supply, support and training company 
under the Digifleet Group Holding 
Company. 

Now ITS South Africa offers potential 
candidates the opportunity to get 
involved in a turnkey vehicle telematics 
business which focuses on SMMEs, 
Corporates, Insurance, Transport, 
Logistics, and Government fleets. 

should break 
even in the 
first 12-18 
months, with 
annuity profits accumulating and growing 
steadily thereafter. 

In order to succeed in this business, one 
should have a passion for technology, the 
automotive industry, and be willing to work 
hard at delivering exceptional service to 
your clients. All training takes place at the 
company head office facility in Lyndhurst, 
Johannesburg, and covers theory and 
practical guidelines on all products, as well 
as the software applications used with these 
technologies. 

“As a number of blue chip companies have 
adopted our solutions, we are expecting a 
very strong uptake in our business in the 
coming months and years and now is the time 
to get involved,” says Kartun. 

What’s on offer 
The Basic Sales Package is a only R35k; this 
gets you in the game with demo systems, 
marketing literature, product training and 
back office support and ITS SA does the rest 
for you. Next up is the Installer Package, 
which includes various stock items, along with 
the above elements, and is priced at R100k. 
The top of the range, Distributor Package, is 
R295k, and offers exclusive area protection, 
along with demo systems and a larger volume 
of stock items, business training, marketing 
literature/product training, technical “train 
the trainer” courses and complete back office 
support. 

While a lot depends on the individual 
operator or business investor, and how they 
select the correct resources to operate and 
manage their business, forecasts show that 
if efficient efforts are applied, the business 
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to achieve its goals. Having the 
right structure sets the tone for the 
business and allows you to understand 
exactly what you need and who you 
need on board to achieve your goals.

Benjamin Franklin said: ''Give me six 
hours to chop down a tree and I will 
spend the first four hours sharpening 
the axe." If you are starting a business, 
you need to spend time building a 
solid foundation which will enable 
your business to survive during 
difficulties, to thrive during seasons 
of high opportunities and to be stable 
when required. 

Busi Raphekwane is an entrepreneur 
development expert and founder of 
The Transformation Legacy. Contact 
her at: busi@transformationlegacy.
com, 010 005 5753 or visit:  
www.transformationlegacy.com. Bu
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Building a business  
on solid foundations 
When you're starting out, it's the simple things that count...

Every entrepreneur starts their business 
journey with a clear purpose; to grow an 
enterprise and create value; whether the 
business is sold after a certain period or 
maintained for years to come. No one 
begins with the intention of closing down 
after a few years – it is about creating 
something so valuable that you foresee it 
lasting a lifetime. So, when laying out the 
strategy for your vision, be sure to: 

1Start with the end in mind 
It is important to know what the 

ultimate goal is for the business. As an 
entrepreneur; how would you like to exit 
your business? It is much like building a 
house, when you start building the first 
thing you do is to visualise what you want 
the house to look like; and then you get 
an architect to design the home in line 
with the vision you have. So before you 
start; what would you like your business 
to look like when it's operating at its 
optimal level and you are content and 
ready to exit?

2Develop a comprehensive 
business plan 

There is an unfortunate misconception 
that a business plan is just a document 
that should be drafted when funding is 
required. It is much more than that; it is 
a comprehensive plan that details how 
you will go about achieving the ultimate 
goal of your business - ''your end''. It's 
important to develop a plan for the 
business and a good business plan should 
incorporate the following: 

▪ Company vision, mission and values
▪ 1 to 10-year goals for the business 
with specific timelines and detailed 
outline of the resources required
▪ Marketing plan based on market 
research and industry analysis
▪ Financial model and projections

▪ Human resources plan
▪ Operational plan: how will the business 
run on a day-to-day basis
▪ Company processes and systems
▪ Action plan: how will the plans be 
implemented?
▪ Business owner's succession plan
This is a live document so it can be 
amended as and when new changes are 
implemented in the business. 

3Set up the right structure  
to enable you to achieve 

your goals
In order for you to develop the right 
structure for your business, you need 
to start with your own structure as it 
influences the business heavily; especially 
in the infancy stages. It is crucial for an 
entrepreneur to understand what they 
would need to do on a daily, weekly, and 
monthly basis in order for the business 

FRANCHISE & BIZOPPS GUIDE Opportunities Under R300K
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IT ALL ADDS UP 
Help children learn vital maths skills,  
and grow a successful business with A+ Students 
A+ Students is a Japanese method of 
education that teaches children as young 
as 2 ½ (30 months) to solve complex 
arithmetic problems by playing with 
educational toys like the Soroban and 
the A+ Play Maths range of educational 
toys. By improving concentration and 
boosting self-confidence, A+ Students 
improves intelligence and creates 
a love for Maths – powerful brain 
development! 

This maths and mental arithmetic 
franchise model was developed by 
maths teacher Marlene Mouton, who 
saw the potential for the local market 
and brought the basic system to South 
Africa and developed the model to 
suit local needs. With more than 160 
teaching venues and over 30 000 
students enrolled in their courses, A+ 
Students is on a further expansion path 

and are looking for franchisees who 
are passionate about helping kids. They 
do not have to have a maths teaching 
background. There are currently great 
opportunities available countrywide but 
especially in the KwaZulu-Natal area.

THE BOTTOM LINE 
Joining the network is an ideal 
opportunity for those with 
entrepreneurial spirit, looking to exit the 
formal teaching or corporate world or 
even a stay at home mom who is looking 
to get into business. The investment cost 
for a teaching-only franchise is R175 
000 plus Vat which enables franchisees 
to make a start and grow their venture 
in a specified area at venues such as 
nursery schools, pre-primary schools 
and primary schools, before opening a 
proper teaching facility and larger store. 
Having your own venue does not limit 

you from continuing to teach from 
schools etc, but is rather the add-on 
to offer more products and services 
to expand the business. Head office 
supports franchisees through initial 
and continuous training, on-going 
evaluations and visits by moderators and 
marketing assistance. The initial training 
takes place over a nine-day period at 
the Johannesburg head office, and any 
teachers that are hired to assist will 
also be required to attend this training. 
A+ Students is experiencing very 
good growth, despite poor economic 
conditions, and is in fact expanding 
to the US, a development which will 
significantly enlarge the brand. 
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A great logo is:
■ Easily recognisable – which probably 
means it will be utterly simple 
■ Distinctive – which means your logo 
needs to start life by being different 
■ Memorable – something that needs to 
have both credibility and vision. 

Great logo design requires a complex 
mixture of design skills, creative theory 
and skillful application. Any designer 
worth their salt can create a fit-for-
purpose logo, but truly mastering all 
aspects of the craft takes time, skill 
and persistence. As with any creative 
endeavour, it's really easy. All you have 
to do is wait for the drops of blood to 
appear on your forehead. 

Mark Varder is a brand strategy 
consultant and has worked with 
companies of all shapes and sizes from 
Miller's Company to SABMiller. He 
is the co-founder of the consultancy 
Varder Hulsbosch. M
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Designing 
your 
logo 
Make sure this vital element 
of your business encompasses 
everything it needs to...

OK, so you have this business. Or you're 
developing it. And pretty early on you 
realise, "Hey, we need a logo,"... or you've 
already realised that and spoken to your 
nephew - because he's studying graphic 
design. In a few days, you have a logo. And 
business cards. And the exercise didn't cost 
an arm and a leg. Your nephew's design 
may well be just fine, and appropriate to 
where your business is right now. You're 
not Standard Bank, you're a start-up. You're 
cost-conscious, and you have bigger things 
on your mind than typefaces. 

As long as it is simple and distinctive. 
And has the right personality. And 
communicates the right things about 
you. And is different to your competitors. 
And adapts effortlessly to all sorts of 
applications, from your packaging to 
Twitter and Facebook. 

Everything, you realise, communicates 
something about you. Are you 
communicating the right sort of thing? 
Who are you? Who do you want to be? 

At the heart of it 
All your company's communication starts 
with your logo. It's the centrepiece of your 
identity and your marketing. It's on your 
website, your letterhead and your offices. 
You need that stuff. This is when you'll start 
suspecting that all those things that you 
are not used to dealing with – like colours, 
typefaces, type-sizes and the use of white 
space – actually matter. Even if you're not 
exactly sure how they matter. 

It helps to take a step back and ask a few 
questions. 

1  What does your business do? 

2  Why does your business matter?  
What is it going to do that other companies 
aren't doing? 

3  What difference will it make?  
How will it make people's lives better, faster, 
slower, easier, cheaper, more exciting, more 
relaxing, or whatever the case may be?

4  How are you going to look different?  
How are you going to stand out? 

5  What is the business idea or the 
philosophy behind what you're doing? 

6  What is important to you? Why, in fact, 
are you doing this?

A solid foundation 
Answer those questions and, as if by magic, 
your logo is no longer some airy-fairy thing. 
It matters. Now you have a basis on which 
to evaluate how your logo and identity 
should work for your business. In a wildly 
competitive world, where the tiniest margins 
count, can your logo and your corporate 
identity help you communicate those things 
above? They should. In a world where it is 
truly difficult to find a competitive advantage 
and hold onto it, you need everything about 
your business to be working as hard as it can. 
And that includes your brand. If a product is 
what you are, then a brand is who you are. A 
brand should make a business identifiable, 
memorable and, above all, meaningful in 
someone's life. 

If your product 
is what you are, 
your brand is 
who you are. 

FRANCHISE & BIZOPPS GUIDE Opportunities Under R300K



*See p9 & OBC for more
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FRANCHISE & BIZOPPS GUIDE Opportunities Under R300K

A+ Students 
011 958 2910/084 973 0851 | andyr@aplusstudents.co.za | www.aplusstudents.co.za

A+ Students is a maths and mental arithmetic franchise 
model, and the brainchild of Marlene Mouton, a maths 
teacher who saw the potential in teaching kids as young 
as 3 years old the Office basics of maths and mental 
arithmetic. A+ Students is looking to open at least 15 

education centres/stores in 2018, and are looking for franchisees who are 
passionate about helping kids. Joining the network is an ideal opportunity for 
those with entrepreneurial spirit, looking to exit the formal teaching or corporate 
world. The investment cost for a teaching-only franchise is R175 000 plus 
Vat, which enables franchisees to make a start and grow their venture, before 
opening a proper teaching facility and larger store.  

Assisted Home Nursing
0861 359 834/ 079 118 0766 | cdunn@assistedhomenursing.co.za | www.assistedhomenursing.co.za

Assisted Home Nursing is expanding nationwide and 
offering its homecare and assisted living concept to 
prospective franchisees with a similar desire to serve 
others while building their own businesses. Franchisees 

provide a wide range of services aimed at making the elderly, disabled, sick 
or those recovering from surgery more self-sufficient within their own homes. 
The type of care can be tailored to suit the needs of the client and their family. 
Includes helping with mobility and providing support to those who have more 
complex medical needs. Assisted Home Nursing has developed a robust 
franchise model and has a large number of territories available throughout 
South Africa. Area franchises available from R250K. 

Ezi Wash
072 203 7872 | sabizopps@gmail.com | www.sabizopps.co.za

Ezi Wash offers an essential service to the public and 
the business sector. Services include washing, drying, 
folding, ironing, tailoring and it also offers a drop-off 
service. The neat and friendly shopfront and excellent 
service keep customers coming back. A turnkey 

franchise is available and franchisees receive a fully outfitted shop. An Ezi 
Wash franchise is at the lower end of the cost spectrum at R185 000. You can, 
however, expand as the business grows. The possibilities are endless and it is 
an easy to run business. Franchisees receive full training and ongoing support. 
Opportunities are available countrywide and in neighbouring countries.

Forever Living Products 
083 449 2139/021 761 6001 | rick@forever.co.za | www.foreverliving.com

Forever Living Products is the world's largest grower, 
manufacturer & distributor of Aloe Vera and Bee products for 
the last 40 years.. Rather than adding a few drops of Aloe 
Vera to our products, we start with fresh 100% stabilised 
Aloe Vera and then add just enough of the other ingredients 

to create a whole range of aloe products (Aloe Vera Drinks, Skin Care, Personal 
Care). Many items in the Forever Living Products range carry the International Aloe 
Science Council Seal of Approval.  Forever Living Products led the way for the world 
to rediscover the benefits of Aloe Vera. As hundreds of thousands found the miracle, 
they excitedly shared what they had discovered and a new industry was born. FLP 
now has over 10 million Forever Business Owners in over 160 countries.

Genrand Bridging and Bond Finance 
021 555 3694 /021 824 2332 | info@genrand.co.za | www.genrand.co.za

You only need R150 000 to start your own financing 
company. Make use of this opportunity to invest in 
your future. This reputable and respected name in the 
bridging finance sector offers full training and support to 
all franchisees. While candidates operate their franchises 

independently, they benefit from the assistance of the team at head office. All 
products, services and financing are supplied by Genrand or their preferred 
financiers, and you can trade risk free. Core services include the discounting 
of future events, mainly (but not exclusively) for property owners, property 
developers, estate agents and clients with outstanding debtors. This focus allows 
franchisees to provide a specialised and streamlined service at competitive rates. 

No Betr Autoglass Repair Systems
082 364 9669 | frik@nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za | www.nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za

As the industry leader in the manufacturing and 
distribution of professional autoglass repair and 
restoration systems, No Betr Autoglass Repair Systems 
are designed to be operated by anyone, are completely 

portable so that entrepreneurs can work from anywhere, and are packaged 
with everything needed to turn the investment into profit. And, with a one-day 
training session with one of the company's experts, investors can start work 
immediately. Entrepreneurs looking to start their own business using the No 
Betr system should love to be around people and be prepared for the physical 
nature of the work. "They also need to be self-disciplined, and focused on profit 
rather than just earning a salary," says business owner Frik Liebenberg. 

Bottlecraft
074 207 1721 | jo@educraft.co.za | www.bottlecraft.co.za

Bottle Craft SA is the manufacturer and supplier of bottle 
cutting kits, accessories and equipment. Bottle Craft SA 
offers the unique "Business-in-a-Box" kit for you to start your 
own business creating hand-made products from recycled 
glass. The Standard kit, @R550 (plus postage) is perfect 
for crafters or hobbyists and includes a cutter, DIY manual, 
instructional DVDs, design ideas, sanding and polishing 

paper, UV cure glue, etching-gel and lubrication oil. The Deluxe Kit, @R1250 
(plus postage) is ideal for small business owners, hobbyists and includes all 
of the above plus more. For a full brochure or for more information contact Jo 
Kearney. 

Printzz 
072 203 7872 | sabizopps@gmail.com | www.sabizopps.co.za

Always wanted to have your own printing business ? 
Now you can buy into an affordable startup franchise 
that can expands and grow to the needs of your 
customers. Printzz printing franchisees offer a wide 

range of services, including printing ( Business cards, Photos, T-shirts, mugs 
etc.), copying, design, internet, binding, gifts and more. The services are 
aimed at business owners, schools, organisations and even households and 
individuals. The franchise package includes all the equipment needed to run 
the business, and the franchisor will help you find the perfect premises and 
negotiate on your behalf with the landlord. Full setup, training and ongoing 
support is provided.



Rollershade® 
076 756 5255| info@rollershade.co.za | www.rollershade.co.za

Rollershade® is offering nine entrepreneurs the 
opportunity to become regional sole distributors 

of the company's unique tinted Rollershade® system. Distributors then have the 
sole regional rights to appoint agents to market these systems to the public (both 
residential and commercial) in their designated areas. Rollershade® is the sole 
distributor, importer and manufacturer of these quality tinted roller shade systems 
throughout South Africa. The company is looking for enthusiastic and passionate 
self-driven entrepreneurs who are prepared to do the hard work to establish a 
network of agents with ongoing reward thereafter. No experience is required as full 
training and marketing materials are provided. Ongoing support and start up sample 
sets are included in the package. This is a great low start-up cost business and an 
opportunity to be your own boss and achieve long-term growth and profit. 

Snap-on Tools
031 569 7637/082 444 4801 | biz@snapon.co.za | www.snapon.co.za

This mobile opportunity sees Authorised Dealers operate 
from approved shop-fitted vehicles equipped to showcase 
their range of tools and diagnostic equipment to professional 

users. Authorised Dealers deliver a personalised, professional service to businesses 
typically associated with the repair or service of cars, trucks, motorcycles, boats, 
small aircraft and earth moving equipment. As one of the world's leading tool 
manufacturers, Snap-on Incorporated has been demonstrating the strength of its 
business model for nearly a century, and continues to expand its range to ensure 
Authorised Dealers have access to the best tools available in the marketplace today. 
There are currently 15 Authorised Dealers up and running in South Africa, and the 
brand is looking to get more suitable candidates behind the wheel!

TEK Alarms Systems 
082 4114 467 | jakes@tekalarms.co.za | www.tekalarms.co.za

If you have proven sales experience you could become a direct 
sales partner in a well-established authorised dealership for 
Fidelity ADT security in Gauteng. TEK Alarms supplies product 
training and access to a customised online web application to 

manage leads, profits and commissions. With a R5000 investment you receive 
all the training, stationery and marketing material. In turn, your responsibilities 
will be to promote and sell security systems to potential new Fidelity ADT clients 
through generating leads, recruiting and employing sales representatives and 
promoters, the day-to-day management of the sales team and leads on the 
web application. Contact Jakes Becker for further information in investing in this 
lucrative opportunity.  

WizMix 
031 700 4442 | upt@telkomsa.net/upt3@telkomsa.net | www.wizmix.co.za

Be your own boss, determine your own income and live the 
rich life you dreamed of. Start your own highly profitable 
liquid detergent manufacturing business for only R28 500 
ex Vat ex delivery (Discounted price – valid until the end 

of July while stocks last).  Manufacture detergents such as dishwashing liquid, 
bleach, liquid hand soap, shower gel, bubble bath, car shampoo, fabric softener 
and numerous other liquid products. The machine makes 100 litres every half 
an hour.  Price includes machinery, safety kit, starter kit, operating manual and 
formulas.  This is a profitable business that can be run from home with excellent 
earning potential.  No experience is necessary as full training is provided for you 
and your partner at a training venue situated in KZN.  

Zhauns business opportunity machines 
+27 21 447 3665  | info@zhauns.co.za | www.zhauns.co.za 

Are you looking to start YOUR OWN BUSINESS? 
Then Zhauns Opportunity Machines, South Africa's 
No.1 supplier of machines for the SMME market, could 
have the solution to set you on the path to success. 
The company sells a range of machines which produce 

products that are in daily demand.  You can start one of the following businesses: 
toilet roll manufacturing, roof sheet manufacturing, Diesel making, brick making, 
water purification and bottle filling, finger and toe nail printing, printing promotional 
items, sachet filling and packing, juice making and many more.  There are 
showrooms in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. Visit www.zhauns.co.za 
for more information on the unique range of machines to start your own business 
today. 



COMPANY  CONTACT TEL  EMAIL

4 A Kid Ally Cohen 011 656 8290 info@4akid.co.za
A+ Students Franchise sales or Andy 011 958 2910 | 084 973 0851 andyr@aplusstudents.co.za
Arrero Car Cologne Lizelle Beukes 074 190 7999 lizelle@carcologne.co.za
Assisted Home Nursing Chris Dunn 0861 359 834 cdunn@assistedhomenursing.co.za
AutoscreenzTM South Africa Rae  084 207 5528 enquiries@autoscreenz.co.za
Bella Stone Network Ducell Mogano 011 568 7565 ducell@bellastone.co.za
Bottle Craft SA Jo Kearney 074 207 1721 jo@educraft.co.za
Business Accounting Network Monique Sharland 0861 226 226 info@ban.co.za
Café2Go Jan Grobler 079 900 4876 jan@cafe2go.co.za
Cake Drop Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
Catrobatkidz Andre Planken 028 272 9069 catrobatkidz@mweb.co.za
Coffee News Trish Hardy 031 767 2676 | 082 740 8444 trish@coffeenews.co.za
Crafty Kids Amanda le Roux 021 863 1437 amanda@craftykids.co.za
Creative MindsR Marius Lubbe 021 939 6344 | 082 785 7763 info@minds.co.za
Doctor’s TV Ads Piet Coetzer 082 547 2011 piet@doctorstvads.co.za
DrySteam Supreme Henri Pereira 083 226 5599 info@drysteamsupreme.co.za
Edublox Reading, Maths and Learning Clinic & Centres Naas Pieters 012 345 6091 naasp@edublox.com
Eezi Street Pizzas Paul  082 457 6844 brandowner@eezistreetpizzas.com
EnviBin Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
EZ Rails Graham 083 302 1841 graham@dspsa.co.za
Ezi Wash Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
Forever Living Products Rick Beeton 083 449 2139 | 021 761 6001 rick@forever.co.za
Genrand Bridging and Bond Finance Annie  021 824 2332 info@genrand.co.za
Great Info.co.za Francois du Bruyn 011 475 4372 | 083 679 4622 info@greatinfo.co.za
Health Island Philip Rubin 021 532 1366 info@healthisland.co.za

Opportunities Under R300KTHE BIZOPPS GUIDE



TYPE OF BUSINESS              TOTAL INVESTMENT excl. Vat   WEBSITE

Reseller: Baby kids gear None   www.4akid.co.za
Franchise: Childcare, education & training: Teaching only and retail store options From R175 000   www.aplusstudents.co.za
Distributorship: Car cologne manufacturer R3 500   www.carcologne.co.za
Franchise: Quality home care for the elderly, sick and disabled From R250 000 for area franchises www.assistedhomenursing.co.za
Biz Opp:  Auto repair systems and consumables R3 995   www.autoscreenz.co.za
Franchise: Decorative concrete manufacturing business R60 800   www.bellastonenetwork.wixsite.com/bellastone
Biz Opp: Creating useful items from throw-away glass bottles R550 (standard kit); R1 250 (deluxe kit) + postage www.bottlecraft.co.za
Franchise: Accounting, tax and business advisory services R59 000   www.ban.co.za
Franchise: Coffee trailers, corporate coffee deli’s R250 000   www.cafe2go.co.za
Franchise: On-line platform for bakeries R81 250   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities/cake-drop

Franchise: Pre-school extra mural skills development programme R30 000 (incl. vat)  www.catrobatkidz.com
Franchise: Run a local advertising publication from home R85 000 (no vat)   www.coffeenews.co.za
Franchise: Art centre for kids 5-13 years Enquire   www.craftykids.co.za
Franchise: Training - computer literacy, IT business skills From R200 000   www.minds.co.za
Franchise: Advertising R299 900   www.doctorstvads.co.za
Biz Opp: Dry steam cleaning machine From R68 000   www.drysteamsupreme.co.za
Franchise: Reading, maths and learning clinic and centres Setup fees from R46 000 (centres) to R151 000 (clinics) www.edubloxsa.co.za
License opportunity: Mobile pizza operation with 60 sec pizzas R250 000   www.eezistreetpizzas.com
Franchise: Water wise bin cleaning services R276 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities/envibin

Dealership: Stainless steel & mild steel post kit railing systems R300 000   www.ezrails.co.za
Franchise: Easy-to-run laundry and tailoring business R185 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Biz Opp: MLM : Nature’s best source for health and beauty products Approx. R6 000   www.foreverliving.com
Franchise: Bridging and related finance R150 000   www.genrand.co.za
Franchise: Online marketing/advertising/classifieds Only R499 ex vat p/m (no joining fee) 50/50 profit split per area www.greatinfo.co.za
Vending: Healthy snacks and drinks franchise R80 000 per site   www.healthisland.co.za
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COMPANY  CONTACT TEL  EMAIL

I Love Sewing Wilma Busse 082 520 1189 sales@sewsouthernafrica.com
Inspect-A-Home Eric Bell 031 266 7271 | 083 375 5588 eric@inspectahome.co.za
ITS SA Eddie Kartun 0861 393 966 ed@itssa.co.za
Jewel Junction Marco Cominelli 031 717 7535 marco@cazabella.co.za
JG Electronics Jaco Pretorius 011 789 6033 yob@jge.co.za
Kip McGrath Education Centres Brian Sleigh 031 903 5352 info@kipmcgrath.co.za
Loft-E-Ladder  Annatjie 079 457 8136 lofteladderam@gmail.com
London School of Investment John Plumber 011 492 0260 | 011 447 6300 john@lsitrader.com
Mini Chess Franchise Holdings Marisa van der Merwe 012 347 6464 | 012 347 3852  nfo@minichess.co.za
Mr. VIDEO Andre Grobler 021 948 5396 | 011 455 0382 info@mrvideo.co.za
N.M.L.A.S.A. Jason Glynn 082 871 3602 nmlasa@vodamail.co.za
No Betr Windscreen Repairs Frik Liebenberg 082 364 9669 frik@nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za
Peopleplus Alida Marx 011 867 3968 alida@peopleplus.co.za
Perfect Water Rikus Barnard 011 907 8377 info@perfectwater.co.za
Perfectcar Waterless Car Wash Cliff Bauermeister 082 445 8269 cliff@perfectcar.co.za
Performance Booster Melody Tomlinson 013 754 7749 info@performancebooster.co.za
Printzz Kobus Aggenbach 072 203 7872 sabizopps@gmail.com
Proled Imports - Kwikturf Ben de Wet 084 081 3707 ben@bendewet.com
Renwick Business Brokers & Estate Agents Gary Smith 082 902 0110 gary@renwickbusiness.co.za
Rollershade® Manuel   076 756 5255 info@rollershade.co.za
SA Memory Institute Wynand van Vuuren 021979 2225/6 wynand@memoryinstitute.co.za
SA Skips Kevin Antonie 082 373 0834 kevin@saskips.co.za
Sebo Johan Humphries 0861 114 250 info@sebo.co.za
Silk by Design Scott McNair 031 569 1446 suemc@silkbydesign.co.za
SkipGo Andrew van Zyl 082 442 8850 andrew@digimm.co.za
Snap-on Tools Garry Oftebro 031 569 7637 biz@snapon.co.za
Soapbox Promo and Gifts Catherine van Vuuren 066 2003 015 cathy@curatorgroup.co.za
Soft-Ice Machines & Catering Equipment Peter | Riaan | Chantel 012 548 2745 | 071 564 4285 info@cateringequipment.co.za
SSE Real Estate Specialists Jacques Stoltz 016 976 3202 | 083 308 9133 jacques@sserealestate.com
StretchingSA Hans de Wit 084 401 5925 info@stretchingsa.co.za 

 SUPERSEAL Craig Martin 021 001 7325 help@superseal.co.za
TEK Alarms Systems Jakes Becker 082 411 4467 jakes@tekalarms.co.za
The Bra Guru Taryn Palacios 011 886 0871 taryn@thebraguru.co.za
The Educational Box Company Carol Mofolo 066 020 7857 carol@educationalboxes.com
The Tax Shop Bernard Schoeman 0861 370 220 enquiries@taxshop.co.za
Transworld Business Advisors Jacques Stoltz 016 976 3202 | 083 308 9133 jstoltz@tworld.com
Ubuntu Connect  Chris Taylor 011 065 9250 | 082 200 8480  sales@ubuntuconnect.co.za
UC Educational Group South Africa Tiaan Janse van Rensburg 011 394 5102 tiaan@ucmas-sa.co.za
Vending Solutions Cuan  0861 656 055 info@vendingsolutions.co.za 

 WizMix Business Opportunities Allison  031 700 4442 upt@telkomsa.net | upt3@telkomsa.net
Zhauns Business Opportunities Sales division 021 447 3665 info@zhauns.com
Zija International Steven Hinrichsen 082 453 9070 steven.hinrichsen@gmail.com

Opportunities Under R300KTHE BIZOPPS GUIDE
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TYPE OF BUSINESS             TOTAL INVESTMENT excl. Vat   WEBSITE

Franchise: Sewing academy business Various options available under R100K www.ssaan.com / www.ilovesewingsa.com
Franchise: Residential, commercial and industrial building inspections R85 000 - R225 000  www.inspectahome.co.za
Agencies/distributors: Automotive telematics From R35 000   www.itssa.co.za
Reseller: Fashion accessory wholesaler for beauty salons/boutique stores etc. R5 000   www.jeweljunction.co.za 
Biz Opp: Novelty and corporate gift printing solutions From R10 000   www.jgelectronics.com
Franchise: Education centre: Remedial centre R240 000 - R280 000  www.kipmcgrath.co.za
Franchise: Aluminium loft ladders, storage, mezzanine floors, loft conversions specialists From R50 000   www.loft-e-ladder.co.za
Franchise: Stockmarket education and software R250 000   www.lsitrader.com
Franchise: Community-based franchise business in early education R55K upfront - License fee R7 500 pa www.minichess.co.za
Franchise: Video rental and retail R250 000   www.mrvideo.co.za
Biz Opp: Cashloans franchisor/mentoring R180 000 plus capital for sales approx R80 000 www.nmlasa.co.za
BizOpp: Mobile repair kits for windscreens, headlights, glass scratch removal Various from R950 - R7 500 (no Vat) www.nbwindscreenrepairs.co.za
Franchise: HR, payroll software R250 000   www.peopleplus.co.za
Franchise: Water bottling, purification, filtration and maintenance From R280 000   www.perfectwater.co.za
Franchise: Waterless car washing From R120 000   www.perfectcar.co.za
License opportunity: Business in a box for coaches R100 000    www.performancebooster.co.za
Franchise: One-stop printing shop R195 000   www.sabizopps.co.za
Distributers/Installers: Artificial turf supply and installation R50 000   www.kwikturf.co.za
License: Business brokerage and real estate agency From R50 000   www.renwickbusiness.co.za
Sole regional distributors: Supplying tinted roller shade systems to agents Between R40 000 - R80 000 (depending region) www.rollershade.co.za
Franchise: Training and education R250 000 (incl. site training from Head Office) www.memoryinstitute.co.za
Business opp: Mini skips R189 000   www.saskips.co.za
Biz Opp: Dry carpet cleaning business R45 000   www.sebo.co.za
Distributorship: Artificial flower rental R85 000   www.silksense.co.za
Franchise: Mini skip drop-and-collect service R249 000   www.digimm.co.za/business-opportunities/skipgo

Dealership: Mobile tool and equipment store  R150 000   www.snapon.co.za
Franchise: Branded clothing and corporate gifts R250 000   www.soapboxpromo.co.za
Biz Opp: Butchery, bakery, deli, fun food and catering equipment Varies - enquire   www.cateringequipment.co.za
Franchise: Real estate From R120 000   www.sserealestate.com
Franchise: Health care - professional services R100,000   www.stretchingsa.co.za
Franchise: Residential, commercial and industrial painting R225 000 + 3 months working capital www.franchise.superseal.co.za
Dealership: ADT authorised dealership R5 000   www.tekalarms.co.za
Distributor: Specialised bra fitting and lingerie Minimum R30 000  www.thebraguru.co.za
Biz Opp: Selling educational activity boxes for children R450 and R950   www.woelwater.com or www.wackybox.co.za
Franchise: Accounting, payroll and tax R175 000   www.taxshop.co.za
Franchise: Business and franchise brokers From R190 000 (depending on area) www.tworldba.co.za
Biz Opp: Telecommunications products, financial services, business solutions From under R12 000  www.ubuntuconnect.co.za
Franchise: Brain development for young children - Abacus R100 000   www.ucmas-sa.co.za
Vending opportunity: Snacks, drinks, coffee, fresh food From R65 000   www.vendingsolutions.co.za
Biz Opp: Detergent mixing machinery, industrial goods and machinery R28 500 (valid end July 2018) www.wizmix.co.za
Biz Opp: Supplier of machines for start-up business / job creation Various - enquire   www.zhauns.co.za
Biz Opp: Referral marketing in health and wellness sector R1 500   www.smartchoice.myzija.com

For all these opportunities and more, visit www.bizmag.co.za
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FOCUS ON Health and Beauty

With a diverse range of opportunities 
on offer, from spas and gyms through 
to make-up outlets and tanning salons, 
if you're looking to set up shop there's 
sure to be the right fit for your skills and 
passion. While every franchise system 
is different, many within the health and 
beauty industry don't require franchisees 
to be trained therapists or hairdressers. 
But you are still expected to be proactive, 
and have a hands-on approach to running 
the business. Training related to the 
running of the business and product-
related sessions are offered by most 
systems. Therapists should receive up 
to date training in new techniques and 
product knowledge. 

It is particularly important in the health 
and beauty industry for customers and 
clients to feel that the people performing 
their treatments or selling them their 
beauty products are knowledgeable and 
professional. Clients can feel particularly 
vulnerable when it's their appearance 
that's at stake. A lot of people are very self-
conscious about their skin or any problems 
that they're having. 

Customer service is a crucial differentiator 
in the sector, and competition is fierce 
as new techniques, products and service 
providers seem to arrive regularly. This is 
where the calibre of the training provided 
to you as the franchisee or operator and 
to your employees can be a crucial factor 
when deciding on the franchise or business 
opportunity you decide to invest in.

An anti-recessionary sector 
The resilience of the wellness industry can 
often be attributed to the "lipstick effect" 
(The niche health and beauty spa industry 
alone is estimated to have reached R1.54-
billion during 2016). With disposable 
income under pressure, shoppers are 
holding off on buying big ticket household 

items like sofas, beds and washing 
machines. But tough times also encourage 
shoppers to treat themselves, and history 
has shown that sales of cheap treats – 
from lipstick to takeaway coffee, expensive 
perfume, skin cream and sparkling wine 
– can do well in a downturn. This is good 
news for retailers and service providers in 
the sector. 

Anti-ageing continues to be the main 
driver of growth for the entire global 
health, beauty and body care industry. 
South Africans too are embracing healthier 
lifestyles and beauty practices in the 
hope of looking younger for longer. This 
is no longer just the female market, but 
a growing men's grooming category too, 
as men increasingly become concerned 
with appearance. The digital age and 
social media is also driving a culture of 
image-consciousness. "Selfie" culture, 
for example, encourages the taking of 
close-up photographs as a means of 
self-expression and impressing peers. The 
close-up nature of the shots, however, 
means potential for skin imperfections to 
be captured is high, and may encourage 
people to seek out products and therapies 
to minimise this. 

The experts agree that the dynamics 
of the European and US markets can't 
be uniformly applied in South Africa. 
For example, international anti-ageing 
technologies are incredibly expensive, 
while our market is predominantly focused 
on value for money. Furthermore, many 
of these global innovations are tested on 
Caucasian and Asian skins, which cannot 
be applied to Type V Black South African 
skins, as the testing methods are neither 
conducive to nor are they effective for the 
skin type. The boom for products to suit 
specific races that was prolific in hair care, 
will also be seen in skin care, according to 
Euromonitor.

Taking control of one's health
With the high cost of medical aid, many 
people are opting for hospital-only plans, 
and consciously embracing health and 
wellness as the way to stay healthy. They 
are also increasingly self-medicating 
and turning to complementary health 
practitioners such as naturopaths, 
homeopaths, chiropractors, etc. 
Additionally, 80% of the SA population 
turn to African traditional medicine for 
primary health care. 

While tourism is a big driver of growth 
in the spa sector, South Africans are also 
exploring massage and bodywork to help 
them manage chronic physical conditions, 
decrease pain and stress, and increase 
flexibility and quality of life. Spa modalities 
like massage and bodywork have moved 
out of the luxury category and into the 
"needed" category as more people take 
control of their own health and overall 
wellness. In the coming years, the spa 
industry will see more consumers seeking 
out skincare services for therapeutic 
reasons, not just to pamper themselves. 

As the worldwide taste for organic 
products grows and South Africans follow 
suit, the number of "natural" cosmetic 
products and "natural" healthcare 
remedies is also on the increase. Younger 
consumers in particular are interested in 
ethical and natural beauty products. As a 
result we're seeing smaller brands making 
a mark with natural products, and the 
big cosmetic houses expanding existing 
brands and including new ones to satisfy 
this trend.

Got a heart for health and beauty and a 
head for business? Read on to find out 
more about opportunities in this space  
and what it takes to succeed. 

You simply can't put a price tag on looking and feeling 
good, and in a wellness-obsessed generation the health 
and beauty industry continues to thrive despite tough times. 

THE LIPSTICK EFFECT
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IN THE PINK
Calling all beauty aficionados with a passion for business...

Do you live and breathe all things beauty-
related, along with having a good head 
for business? 27Pinkx, a franchise created 
with the simple mission of bringing a 
little piece of Hollywood luxury to South 
African women, is looking for energetic, 
performance-motivated self-starters to 
come on board as the brand expands. 

Established in 2012, 27Pinkx was 
originally launched as a make-up 
accessory online store by sisters Anjum 
and Khatija Ahmed. As demand grew, they 
extended their range to include skin care, 
makeup and hair care products, and today 
their main activities include the retail 
of a collection of products, as well as a 
provision of beauty treatments, including 
facials, waxing, pedicures, manicures and 
hair styling.  The company's brands are 
sold online, as well as from 27Pinkx's 
salons, and its beauty therapy comprises 
various specialised beauty treatments 
of international repute not previously 
available in South Africa.

THE PACKAGE 
A full, turnkey setup including training 
and stock is R2 349 000, excluding 
VAT, plus an additional R150 000 for 
operating capital. Franchisees and their 
staff will receive three week' initial 
training, which comprises both the 

theoretical and practical aspects of the 
business, including the point-of-sale 
system, operations, customer relations, 
administration and other detail. Ongoing 
training, support, assistance and advice is 
on hand as the business develops and in 
order to stay abreast of developments and 
changes in the industry. The franchisor 
will also support franchisees' marketing 
efforts and, in addition to regular editorial 
advertisements in various publications 
and promotions, 27Pinkx very successfully 
makes use of its own brand ambassador, 
namely Kefilwe Mabote.

"We are looking for committed 
franchisees who possess exceptional 
communication skills and who have the 
ability to identify customer needs and 
make customer service excellence a top 
priority," says Anjum Ahmed. "They also 
need to be able to retain good product 
knowledge and achieve sales budgets." 



FOCUS ON Health and Beauty

The burgeoning female  
FITNESS TRIBE

Gym spaces 
Boutique gyms are on the rise. The fitness 
industry is seeing growth in gyms catering 
to woman with the aim of helping them 
feel more comfortable while working 
out. The FPC gym in New York provides 
programmes for pregnant women and 

Khethiwe Mlangeni aims to show woman 
they can turn any environment into a 
workout space. 

Brands connecting  
with women 
Allied Market research has found that 
the global generated revenue for female 
sportswear is expected to reach a total 
of $184.6 billion by 2020. Big sportswear 
brands are not only competing with their 
traditional corporate rivals but with small 
businesses which are shifting the ways 
brands connect with female customers.

The use of social media is still the 
winner in building a loyal, fit community. 
The @nikewoman instagram account 
blends fitness elements with lifestyle 
photography while the @reebokwoman 
page encourages strength and 
determination. Nike has built its female 
consumer base through campaigns such 
as the #betterforit challenge which 
encouraged woman to share their 
fitness goals.

Embracing inclusivity
The female fitness industry aims to 
empower woman of all shapes, sizes 
and ethnicities. Thus, embracing body 
positivity is a must for brands. Plus-size 
model Candice Huffine has launched a 
size-inclusive active wear brand Day/
Won, while Nike and Nova have extended 
their clothing sizes to include woman of 
all sizes. In 2017 Nike worked with body 
positivity activist and blogger Grace 
Victory on a new collection. 

(Edited from an article by Khumo Theko which 
appeared in the Flux for You Newsletter)

new moms. The workouts assist pregnant 
woman stay active and help mothers 
recover after giving birth. In the Middle 
East, conservative Saudi Arabia has started 
issuing licenses for female-only gyms to 
encourage a healthier lifestyle. Locally, a 
pop up gym founded by Letshego Zulu and 

Women are at the forefront of the wellness movement, taking up exercises that challenge the 
stereotypes about a female's physical strength. With a surge in interest in boxing, Crossfit and 
body building, strong is the new sexy and pushing one's limits is the goal. As a result, various 
aspects of growth in this sector include: 
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Affordable luxury, on the go 
We chatted to Gali Segall of the Yemaya Group, on her winning 
concept that is taking the market by storm...

visibility areas like the airport and mall, our stores are a good source 
of advertising exposure in themselves.

What's next for Yemaya?
As a company-owned business, we've got 12 stores, with 145 
employees; and we've reached the point where if we want to expand 
further it needs to be on a franchise basis. So we are looking for 
the right franchisees to come and board and grow the brand while 
building a profitable business for themselves. This will free us up to 
focus on different areas for development in the business; where we 
just see so many different avenues of opportunity from getting in 
different brands through to extending the range of our own in-house 
manufactured beauty products. 

QWhat inspired you to 
start Yemaya and how 
did the idea become a 
reality? 
I started off as a manager for my 
sister's beauty salon in 2005; 
my background was in sales and 
I managed to triple her turnover 
in six months. We decided to 

open another bigger spa, which was very successful; to the extent 
that we had people coming in and asking to buy the business from 
us. So we sold it and then, a couple of ventures later, I came up with 
the Yemaya concept and brand. Yemaya is the African goddess of 
the sea, who comes out of the water and heals you with her touch 
and love. I had seen an express nail bar in Hong Kong and thought it 
was a brilliant concept, as every Saturday afternoon I'd have people 
phoning in to my spa asking for a quick nail paint; but we were always 
fully booked. People are looking for convenience above all else; 
they want to be able to walk in and get a beauty treatment then and 
there when it suits them, with the assurance that the quality will be 
excellent. So we introduced treatments that were structured to be 
express, and before we knew it we had stores in Canal Walk, then CT 
International airport, King Shaka airport, Eastgate Mall...to a total of 
12 stores today, with increasing demand for more. 

What factors go into building a successful business  
in the health and beauty sector? 
To build a successful business you've got to be very hands-on; even 
now I am very much in control of what is happening in each and 
every one of my stores. Sometimes business owners can be tempted 
to cut corners as they grow bigger, but in this industry small things 
make a big difference – the quality of the fittings, hand wash, even 
the toilet paper counts! You've also got to keep up with the trends; if 
customers are asking for the latest spray tan technology, you've got 
to make sure you buy it; re-investing all the time is key. We spend 
a lot of time researching innovations in the sector and attending 
international trade shows. You've got to have sufficient stock of a 
number of different brands; for example I've already got 12 brands of 
hair product, but someone will come in and ask for another one and, 
while you can't cater for absolutely everyone, it's important to be able 
to meet customer needs as best as possible. 

What marketing have you found to be most 
successful? 
We do a lot of marketing, especially online, with a big presence on all 
the social media platforms. We advertise in in-flight magazines, which 
have a good reach, and work with companies like Diners, where if 
clients have a Diners card they can get a treatment; in return we are 
advertised in all the Diners magazines. Because we're located in high-
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Top tips to 
build a 

As a sports enthusiast, I have watched 
many teams play at their best and for some, 
at their worst. The way in which players on 
the field either synchronise their efforts 
for success, or fail to achieve a unified 
execution, is no different to employees in 
the workplace. Steve Jobs once said, "Great 
things in business are never done by one 
person; they're done by a team of people." 
The bottom line is, without mastering team 
work in your business, you may lose not 
just a few opportunities, but Rands and 
Cents as well. To combat this, take these 
tips into account: 

1 LEADERSHIP 
As a leader, you set the standards and pace 
at which your team work. You need to build 
your credibility with your team through 
your actions and integrity. Be sure to "walk 
the talk".

2 SELF-AWARENESS
As a leader, being aware of your own 
character traits, including strengths and 
weaknesses, can aid you in understanding 
your team members better. Similarly, it can 
assist you with adapting your leadership 
style to bring out the best in each team 
member.  

3 COMMON GOAL 
As with the sports analogy, there needs to 
be a game plan. This is your business plan 
and strategy on how your business will 
achieve its vision. A common goal should 
exist for each team within your business. 
Without this, they will have no direction 
and sense of meaning or purpose. Clearly 
define the vision, operational goals and team 
targets in 2018. This should be reviewed 
annually and communicated to all. 

4 CLEAR ROLES 
Clarify each team member's roles and 

responsibilities. There is nothing worse 
than hearing another team member say: 
"I thought that he was going to do that". 
Communicate each member's role in the 
team to ensure that they are aware of each 
team member's function in achieving the 
set goals. 

5 GOOD LISTENING SKILLS 
Good listening skills will help you to ensure 
that you have communicated your message 
or task to your team member effectively. 
Obtain the views of your team members, 
extract their pertinent concerns and address 
them timeously.

6 TRUST 
Trust is a key ingredient to building a sound 
relationship. Be honest with your staff.

7 MUTUAL RESPECT
Promote mutual respect among your team 
members. Address disrespect in your code 
of conduct. 

8 VALUE THE INPUT OF EACH 
TEAM MEMBER 
During team briefings ask for input from 
each of your team members. Listen and 
implement their ideas, where practically 
possible. Never forget to thank your team 
members for a job well done. 

9 EMPOWER YOUR TEAM 
Encourage your team to undergo training 
and develop further in their career. 

10 CELEBRATE TEAM SUCCESSES
Celebrate team successes can be done via 
public announcement on company notice 
boards, via the website or other forms of 
social media, with an awarded a certificate 
or floating trophy handed to the team. 
This act helps you to recognise each team 

member's efforts made towards achieving 
the common goal.  

11 DIVERSITY 
Your team may come from totally diverse 
backgrounds and have vastly different 
viewpoints about how a problem should be 
solved. This can be used to your advantage 
as the problem is looked at from a number of 
angles, bring a more holistic solution.  

12 INSPECT WHAT YOU EXPECT 
Hold weekly meetings with your team, to 
review progress on the work done in the 
week prior and then focus on identifying the 
plan and priorities for the following week. 

13 FEEDBACK
Provide feedback to your team regularly and 
timeously about their performance.  

14 FAIRNESS 
Policies and procedures assist with setting 
the standards expected of employees. Apply 
the rules fairly and consistently. 

15 FUN 
Most of an employee's day is spent at work 
so it's important that teams remember 
to have fun. Inject this element by 
incorporating some ice-breakers during your 
team meetings. 

In closing, as the business owner, you are  
in the driving seat for building a great team. 
All of the best. 

Effective teamwork lies 
in the ability to work as 
a cohesive unit, striving 
towards the achievement  
of a common goal...

Terine Lott-Cupido is the Managing 
Director at EmpowerLink Services, a 
Human Resources consulting company, 
focused on providing HR solutions to 
small business. For more information 
visit www.empowerlinkservices.co.za.

POWER TEAM
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Join a business advisory  
with global reach
Transworld Business Advisors is expanding across southern Africa...
Transworld Business Advisors is part of the 
United Franchise Group, parent company 
to some of the world's most successful 
franchise systems specialising in providing 
personalised business services. With a 
presence in 12 countries, and further 
expansion plans on the agenda, Transworld 
Business Advisors have assisted buyers 
and sellers in thousands of transactions 
for over 30 years. Their business model is 
centred around three thriving industries, 
all involving the development and growth 
of existing and new businesses.

 Prospective investors with a real estate 
background, registered business brokers, 
business coaches, accountants, attorneys 
or those with any financial sector 
experience are preferred applicants to 
this high-profit, low-cost business model. 
Important characteristics include being 
entrepreneurial and business-minded, 

as well as a passion for deal making and 
assisting people, along with good people 
skills. Transworld franchisees receive 
comprehensive training that includes 
Franchisor Management, Basic Principals, 
Services & Customer Service Standards, 
General Sales Practices, Business Listings, 
Business Valuation, Marketing the 
Business, Selling the Business, The Art of 
Negotiation, Working with the Buyer; as 
well as a 30/60/90 & 180-day visit after 
opening by the franchisor.

A SHORT ROUTE TO BUSINESS 
SUCCESS
 The turnkey business includes an initial 
supply of marketing materials, access 
to proprietary software and brokerage 
support, as well as ongoing marketing and 
assistance in all areas of the enterprise. 
The business can be operated from a 
virtual or executive office suite, and with 

no required inventory and low monthly 
overheads, there is even the possibility of 
franchisees breaking even and building 
a sustainable venture in less than six 
months. "It could even be recovered with 
one deal," says master license franchisee 
for southern Africa Jacques Stoltz. Stoltz 
recently opened his own Transworld 
Business Advisors office in the Vaal 
Triangle, and with the franchise rights 
to South Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe, 
Lesotho and Botswana, he is looking to 
recruit additional franchise owners into 
the Transworld network at the rate of two 
per year. The second South African office 
opened in Alberton on 1 March 2018. This 
office will concentrate on business and 
franchise sales in the Gauteng East area.  

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY Advertorial
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Push for solutions 
Coaching team members to always come 
up with a practical solution themselves 
when facing challenges, and bridging 
the gap between thinking and executing 
by immediately acting after offering 
an acceptable solution can slowly but 
surely help to transform an excuse-
ridden culture to one of execution and 
performance.

"So what is the first thing that you are 
going to do about it?" is a good option 
for a response when a team member 
confronts you with an excuse and/or 
challenge without offering a solution. 
Finding solutions instead of a focus on 

NO MORE 
EXCUSES!

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

Remove excuses from your business 
culture and create an environment 
of solution-driven thinking...

Have you ever considered that one of 
the most prominent and general reasons 
for personal and business stagnation and 
decline is that people tend to believe and 
accept their own excuses? For a business 
owner, there is nothing as draining as 
witnessing a constant flow of excuses for 
non-performing team members. Far more 
than simply being annoying, excuses that 
persist in themselves become powerful 
beliefs that can destroy a business. They, 
along with complaining and blame-
shifting, become powerful forces behind 
the establishment of a toxic work culture, 
and an ethos of non-performance. 

The "why" behind the excuse 
At face level, employees can easily adopt 
excuses as a self-defence mechanism 
when their poor performance is 
scrutinised – this is a means of deflecting 
responsibility. Complaints can also 
purely be a mask for their excuses, and 
as a negative atmosphere gets further 
entrenched in a work place, it becomes 
common to pass the blame on to others 
and elevate office politics. 

As individuals and teams become 
better at finding good excuses for non-
performance, they focus only on this, 
training themselves to be masters of 
excuses, and unfortunately nothing else, 
as they are no longer doing the things 
necessary to make them successful. Di
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If one looks beyond laziness as a reason 
for frequent excuses, it could be that 
team members are feeling overwhelmed 
by the volume or complexity of the tasks 
they have to do. They may feel like the 
boundaries of their comfort zones are 
being pushed, and they revert to excuses 
in order to avoid the discomfort of 
leaving these safety nets. In this instance, 
the "How do you eat an elephant? Piece 
by piece" adage can be useful, if they 
are encouraged to break down the size 
of the task on hand to smaller chunks or 
actions, and immediately take action by 
completing a small and easy task that will 
build confidence in the completion of the 
next task. 
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creating excuses is energy well spent and when a team acts 
on a variety of creative solutions they are sure to find a way 
to succeed if they are determined enough to persevere.

A valid reason is different to an excuse. As an example, a 
valid reason for not having a record Friday night at your 
restaurant is because you were totally under-staffed. But, a 
creative, solution-driven thinker and a peak performer will 
focus on how everyone can work faster and up their game 
so that even though it will not be a record Friday night it will 
still be a good one, instead of focussing on the fact that they 
are under staffed, which will simply result in a de-energised 
team and excuse ridden conversations about the poor 
performance. 

The first way to instil this mindset in your business is to be 
a clear example of solution-driven thinking and execution 
to your team. The second way is to not entertain excuses 
from anyone, including yourself. Finally, it's important 
to continuously and fearlessly implement a variety of 
solutions, even when some of them fail, until you have 
found the right solution. 

Dirk Coetsee is a business leadership coach for start-ups and 
established entrepreneurs. He is also a qualified Master Life coach 
and assists individuals to get "unstuck" in their lives and careers. 
You can contact him at: dirk@dirkcoetseeglobal.com.

 One of the first 
rules of business is that 
complaining is not a 
strategy. And so, you 
know, you have to work 
with the world as you find 
it, not as you would have 
it be. - Jeff Bezos
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and sometimes they will develop in 
different directions. The important thing 
is to discuss these changes, how they 
benefit the business, and how they align 
with your passions and personal goals. 
You should understand enough about 
your partner's role to be able to give 
input, and step in if they are away – but 
also give them enough space to take 
ownership of their side of the business. 

Reassess every three months
Pencil in quarterly meetings to chat about 
what's working and what's not. Set goals 
and assess which ones have been met, 
and how to reach the ones that are still 
just out of reach. 

Every day as a business owner comes with 
a new set of challenges and triumphs, 
and the most important thing is to learn 
as you go, celebrate the small things and 
really appreciate the value of having a 
business partner that you can trust and 
depend on. 

5 Ways to keep your business 
partnership healthy

MANAGEMENT

Make sure you don't neglect this make-or-break relationship...

A healthy relationship with your business 
partner is key to the success of your 
company. You need to work as a team, 
which LinkedIn co-founder Reid Hoffman 
aptly sums up by saying, "No matter how 
brilliant your mind or strategy, if you're 
playing a solo game, you'll always lose 
out to a team." 

This is often easier said than done; so 
here are five ways to proactively maintain 
a strong relationship with your business 
partner:

Work on it, all the time
Don't let life, or work, get too busy 
to work on your relationship. Make 
time to catch up outside the office 
– whether it's a strategy session in a 
coffee shop, a walk on the mountain or 
a quick chat over a glass of wine. 

Have frank conversations, often. Don't 
put off something that needs to be 
addressed, as the issue will just become 
exacerbated over time. Also look out 
for each other, support each other and 
give constructive feedback. It's key to 
stay unified through tough decisions; 
don't allow employees or clients to 
come between you. 

Invest in leadership training 
My business partner and I see a leadership 
coach once a month and couldn't think of 
a better way to spend that time or budget. 
We get valuable advice and practical 
suggestions in every single session. This 
is also a safe space to bring up issues that 
are difficult to discuss and may need a 
moderator to help resolve.

Make sure you implement what has been 
discussed and agreed after the coaching, 
and try to tackle challenges together to 
strengthen your relationship. 

Play to your strengths
Identify each of your strengths; what the 
common ones are, and how to use them 
strategically in your role and company. 
Make sure that your roles play to your 
individual strengths and that each partner 
is happy with their allocation of work. 
Also, be cognisant of your weaknesses 
and support each other in areas that 
require it. 

Clearly define your roles and 
responsibilities 
It's normal and healthy for your roles 
to morph over time as your business 
develops – sometimes they will dovetail, 

Emma Donovan joined forces with 
Dominique Sandwith in 2014, when 
they founded Cape Town based 
digital agency Yellow Door Collective. 
With her big picture thinking and 
ambitious ideas, Emma ensures that 
YDC keeps growing without losing 
touch of their values. Em
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The ASDA Academy curriculum equips 
students with practical artisanal skills to 
make them employable in the commercial 
sector or to become entrepreneurs in their 
own rights. The courses span different 
industrial trades like boilermaking, 
bricklaying, professional painting and 
carpentry. 

This chance to train tomorrow's workers 
and build the economy is also a lucrative 
business opportunity for a prospective 
academy owner. Ekurhuleni Artisans and 
Skills Training Centre (EASTC) became a 
proudly approved ASDA Training Provider 
in 2014 and has since won numerous 
awards; upping their income significantly 
and growing their student total from 304 
to 3750 per year in a short period of time. 
Interested investors should have a burning 
desire to succeed in business, along with 
business and financial management skills, 

which are a big advantage. "Academy 
owners must be hands-on operators and 
be committed to and enthusiastic about 
getting involved in the business," says 
Founder, Marthie van Rensburg. People 
management skills are also important.

All the support you need
Academy Owners will have access to 
the award-winning training methods and 
curriculum developed by ASDA, and will 
act as the 'principal' of their own training 
college. Full training, covering the skills 
required for running and managing the 
Academy and assistance in recruiting staff, 
is provided. Pre-and post-launch marketing 
assistance is also available to ensure things 
run smoothly.

The business package includes a turnkey 
college, including the setting up of the 
workshops for the courses that the 

franchisee has chosen to implement. 
The set-up cost for an Academy is 
approximately R2.8-million (excl. VAT) 
depending on its size and location.  
A site of somewhere between 1500m² to 
2500m² is required and it is recommended 
that it be close to public transport. 
Prospects must also be able to access 
approximately R1.4-million (excl. VAT) in 
unencumbered funds. This is required once 
a space has been identified in the area of 
choice. 

Our country's youth present an enormous 
challenge. But with every challenge comes 
opportunity; and ASDA offers exactly that.

FEATURED OPPORTUNITY Advertorial

START A BUSINESS  
- and solve the skills gap
ASDA offers a unique opportunity for motivated, passionate entrepreneurs...
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Companies that are too hasty to conclude mergers and do not conduct due diligence and 
proper planning can set themselves up for failure...
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MANAGEMENT

Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) 
is another important consideration for 
companies on the brink of merging. The 
merger can result in a change to the 
overall BEE level of the new entity. If not 
dealt with properly, this will affect what 
business the organisation can conduct 
with government and large corporates 
going forward.

Bear in mind that small businesses quality 
for certain tax exemptions. A merger 
may result in these exemptions falling 
away because the merged organisation 
is then above a particular threshold. It is 
important to calculate these potential tax 
changes prior to the merger.

The importance of the 
integration effort
Companies wishing to merge need to 
establish up-front what the merged 
entity will look like. This will inform what 
integration efforts will be required.

From a talent perspective, payroll and 
other human resources functions will 

Navigating your way 
through a merger

Mergers are highly complex processes 
which can generate significant hesitancy 
among investors, employees, creditors, 
suppliers and other vested stakeholders. 
To allay fears and ensure success, 
two crucial elements – planning and 
communication – need to form the 
mainstay of every merger. 

Three major challenges need to be 
addressed by companies when they 
decide to merge. These include 
overcoming corporate culture 
differences, dealing with legal and 
regulatory issues and conducting a 
successful integration effort.

Whose culture is it?
When two companies merge, one of the 
major sticking points is how to combine 
two different cultures. Here, the key 
management team needs to decide which 
culture will prevail or whether a new 
culture needs to be established and, if 
so, what the new culture will look like. 
Once this decision has been made, the 
prevailing or new vision and mission need 

to be refreshed and communicated to 
everyone in the organisation.

Agreement needs to be reached on 
key elements such as branding of 
documentation, corporate language, 
office hours and dress code, amongst 
others. Policies and procedures need to 
be internally aligned and employees kept 
up to date through training and other 
communication channels.

Keeping abreast of legal  
and regulatory requirements 
Companies need to compile a 
compliance checklist prior to the 
implementation of a merger. Depending 
on the size of the merger, they may 
also need to consider the Competition 
Act. Sometimes companies may 
consider themselves small – even after 
a merger – but they may fall within the 
Competition Commission net, depending 
on the industry they operate in. In this 
respect they may need to comply with 
specific requirements such as instituting 
mandatory audit firm rotations. 
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need to be integrated and job levels 
aligned. This means remuneration of 
talent will require alignment, as will 
leave and other allowances. This often 
requires renegotiation and can be a 
painful and drawn out process if not 
handled properly. Here, communication 
is key in allaying fears and dealing with 
possible redundancies.

Importantly, these decisions need to be 
made long in advance of the merger. 
It is dangerous to deal with issues as 
and when they occur. This underlines 
the importance of planning. Only by 
conducting thorough planning can all 
risks be assessed and contingency plans 
drawn up.

Consider the following: Staff at 
Company 1 belong to a labour union and 
those at Company 2 don't. Company 1 
may have a smaller staff contingent and 
therefore its union may not represent 
the majority of employees post-merger. 
This can lead to strife and stall of the 
integration process.

Other important considerations include 
assets and other resources. Assets 
need to be carefully quantified – and 
decisions made about what must stay, 
what must go and what else will be 
needed.

Ultimately, planners must have a deep 
understanding of the two businesses 
and how to successfully combine their 
processes and operations. The planning 
committee should be made up of senior 
team members, who are fully committed 
to the process as well as to constant and 
clear communication.

Companies that can successfully 
overcome these challenges will be 
much better equipped to conclude 
a successful merger than those who 
shoot from the hip and leave important 
aspects to chance. 

ABILITY first,  
FUNDING second
If you are able to demonstrate how your business goals will be 
achieved, convincing funders to back you will be far easier... 

As entrepreneurs, we often do things 
the wrong way around. Each week, I am 
approached by a number of entrepreneurs 
seeking funding for their business and the 
same story plays out time and time again:

Entrepreneur: Dear Marc, can you assist me 
with applying for funding for my business? 
I am looking for x amount of funding and I 
want to start a business in industry y. 

Marc: I am happy to look at your business 
plan but perhaps tell me about your team 
and their experiences and various skills?  

Entrepreneur: At the moment it is just me 
but if I can get capital to start my business 
then I can employ people who have the skills 
I don't have.

The problem with this approach is that the 
goal of a funder is to make sure that they get 
their capital back; and to do that they want 
to mitigate the risk they take when choosing 
businesses to back. 

These are some of the questions that the 
finance institutions are going to want 
answered: 

1Can you put together a set of audited 
financials and manage  

cash we lend you? 

2Do you actually know the industry that 
you are going into and can you identify 

opportunities as well as challenges? 

3Who is going to sell your products and 
services? Do you as the founder have 

this skill and distribution network? 

4Do the founders have their own funds 
to put into the company, should it 

require additional capital? 

Imagine the possibilities
When you point out to the entrepreneur 
that a finance institution isn't going to 
lend significant amounts of money to an 
individual with limited industry experience, 
the entrepreneurs become naturally 

defensive. After all it's "Their" idea... One 
of the ways to tackle this is to think about 
how you would like the business to look 
in two to five years in an ideal scenario. If 
you're not a natural numbers person, then 
you imagine yourself giving that work to 
your Financial Director right? If you hate 
sales, then you dream about calling in your 
top sales person to close a deal with a 
corporate. 

"Why would somebody join me if I can't 
pay them?" This is the next question 
the entrepreneur asks as they start to 
realise that a team might not be the 
worst idea. The first point I make here 
is that you're going to apply for funding 
from a lender who expects you to be 
able to pay them; and if you haven't got 
the repayment plan worked out in your 
head, you should be thinking twice about 
borrowing the money. However, consider 
this: I have recently been asked to join a 
small technology start-up because I bring 
certain skills to the party that the founder 
doesn't have. In return for my time, I have 
been issued with 20% of the equity in 
the business. The founder has in turn put 
Intellectual Property into the business 
which has been valued at R1m. Suddenly 
my 20% stake is – in theory - 20% of R1m 
or R200 000.

Obviously equity is only worth what 
somebody is prepared to pay for it, but in 
principle value has been created. When we 
approach funders, we now have R1m of 
value on our balance sheet. 

Being an entrepreneur is lonely – particularly 
when you go through a tough phase – 
and high quality people will make a huge 
difference to building your business. 

Marc Ashton is a Financial 
Problem Solver with Decusatio – 
a South African network aimed at 
building a culture of investment 
in South Africa. 
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Why a personal brand counts 
more than ever before
In today's fast-paced, interconnected world, whether you realise it or not, you have a personal 
brand, separate to the company you run or work for. You need to make sure it's cultivated into 
something of your choosing, before it gets defined by those around you instead...
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Gone are the days of being able to 
hide behind a strong corporate logo or 
successful product range because the 
world of marketing has fundamentally 
changed – and consequently, the ways 
in which people interact and shop 
have followed suit. According to www.
ceohangout.com, most people head 
to the web when looking for products 
and services, generating up to 77% of 
all social media discussions with their 
requests for advice and information. 
Of this, 92% of them only trust 
recommendations from individuals (even 
people they don't know) over a company 
– and go on to share these endorsements 
24 times more frequently. This means 
that if you have a strong personal brand 
and are perceived as a credible source, 
your individual recommendations receive 
561% more marketing reach than those 
of your company. Ultimately, the respect 
people have for your personal brand 
has more clout and listening power than 
anything else.

Far more than a buzzword 
This makes personal branding, especially 
online, more powerful than ever before. 
It's far more than the buzzword it became 
in 2006 when Times Magazine named 
'You' as Person of the Year. It's what 
gives you credibility, makes you stand 
out, allows you to charge a premium and 
ultimately, convert leads into sales.

Jeff Bezos, the founder of Amazon has 
been famously quoted as saying that your 
brand is 'what people are saying about 
you when you are not in the room'; and 
marketer Tim Leberecht points out that, 
thanks to hyper connectivity, the room is 
now always open for conversation.

If your name is continuously coming up 
through online searches and social media 
channels and you do not take control of 
it, you will miss out on being able to own 
what you stand for and how influence 
your network. Focusing on your brand 
pushes you to think about what you stand 
for and where you want to be, in terms 
of positioning in people's minds. So then, 
what is it that makes you unique and 
different?

Keep it authentic
The way in which you nurture your brand 
must be authentic. We are seeing two 
major shifts in the world from a personal 
branding perspective at the moment –  

a huge increase in online impact, where 
you are evaluated every moment of 
every day, based on what you post; as 
well as a lot of buzz around disruption 
and innovation. In this world of constant 
change, where technological boundaries 
are continuously being pushed, it's crucial 
not to get confused between disruption 
and maintaining a solid, personal brand – 
the bedrock of your success.'

Messing with your brand confuses people 
about what you stand for and what 
makes you different. Stability equates to 
consistency for people and that's what 
they like to trust. It's not about conveying 
an image you think people want to see 

MARKETING
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but rather, consistently showcasing the values, attributes 
and characteristics that you want to be known for.

However, this does not mean your personal brand can stand 
still – where disruption becomes relevant is in continuously 
keeping your skillset updated and having a thorough grasp 
of the changes and opportunities in your industry. Stephen 
Covey summed this up so well when he said that you need 
to begin with the end in mind. His book, 'The Seven Habits 
of Highly Effective People' lists this as 'habit number 2' and 
says that 'if you don't make a conscious effort to visualise 
who you are and what you want in life, then you empower 
others to shape you by default.'

Clearly, the most important part of your personal brand is 
taking control and while there is no single path to success, 
Tom Peters, who wrote about 'A Brand Called You' on  
www.fastcompany.com, suggests that the only right way to 
do this is to simply start now. 

Remember that it only takes seven seconds to make a first 
impression – a very short moment to make a lasting impact. 
It's very difficult to change perceptions once they have 
been created but if you are prepared and can control the 
moment through a positive encounter, you put yourself 
at an advantage. In most business situations, you only get 
one chance to market yourself and one of the best ways to 
take advantage of this is to give people a reason to trust 
and value you. Achieve this and you will not only secure 
long-term advocacy but also higher conversion rates, bigger 
transactions, shorter sales cycles, better retention and 
stronger referrals – now that is personal branding done right, 
online and all the way to the bank.

 Ultimately, the respect 
people have for your 
personal brand has more 
clout and listening power 
than anything else.
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MANAGEMENT

EXIT FOR  
BEGINNERS
Get ready for a day when you might sell your business... 
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Entrepreneurs focus on starting their 
businesses – not getting rid of them. 
However, there may come a time when 
a change of ownership is desirable; or 
necessary, and if you focus daily on 
streamlining the business and keeping 
it in the right condition to be sold 
tomorrow; you can rest assured that you 
have the best possible exit strategy in 
place. The thing that makes a business 
most valuable in the future is if it has 
an owner who continually tries to do 
everything a bit better, and does this 
every day. 

Personal and financial 
considerations
Selling a business you have started from 
scratch and invested much in personally 
requires thorough reflection: How 
much do you want to sell it and how 
do you want this to happen? How do 
you envision your future role with the 
business, and that of your employees? 
How do you want the business to be 
carried on; for example, would you still be 
prepared to sell if it will just be closed by 
the purchaser after the most important 
aspects have been stripped? 

Financial considerations are naturally 
mostly concerned with the required price 
for the business. You must, however, 
also consider whether capital should 
be injected into the business, what the 
payment terms should be and whether 
you still want to keep shares in the 
business, which may be worth more 
in the future. The tax and inheritance 
situation in connection with the sale 
must also be clarified before the sale can 
be executed. Finally, in this phase you 
must get an overview of the prospective 
process and identify which tasks must 
be performed and by whom and decide 
which advisers should be involved in the 
process, including both professional and 
private advisers. 

Getting your business  
market-ready 
Selling a business is almost exactly the 
same as selling a used car. It must be 
repaired and polished and then you must 
find the buyer who will pay most for 
it. You can consider a large number of 
different buyers – family members, who 
will partially inherit, employees who can 
take over, competitors who will merge or 
others in the industry that run a related 
business and want to expand. You can 
also sell to professional investors; and 
for large businesses there is also the 
possibility of going public and getting a 
broad group of investors and owners. 
Identifying the right, possible buyer is 
largely a question of finding the people 
who can make the right introductions in 
their networks and act as match-makers. 
The purchase and sale of a business is 
largely a matter of trust and a personal 
introduction in this connection is, literally, 
worth its weight in gold. 

Besides finding the right buyer for the 
business, it is also very important for the 
sales price for the business to be ready for 
sale. Making it ready can involve making 
a 360 degree analysis of the business and 
trimming, quality assuring or developing 
the business. It may be that the business 
should not be sold until you have 
employed more people, developed a new 
product or established the business in a 
new market. Getting ready can also mean 
that the business must be made less 
dependent on its owner by documenting 
business procedures and starting to train 
employees and delegating, so that the 
business will be capable of continuing 
without its present owner. 

Finally, the business might need to 
strengthen its brand, or make itself known 
in the media, so that it seems and, in 
fact, is worth more to the purchaser. You 
can produce sales material by compiling 
a prospectus or a folder with all the 

information to be made available  
to the buyer during the sales process. 
Such a folder can include the business 
profile, product descriptions, price lists, 
customer references, organisation plan, 
press clippings, budgets, accounts and, 
basically, everything that can help to give 
the purchase the best possible impression 
of the business and to minimise the fear 
of buying a pig in a poke. 

Closing the sale 
When an interested buyer has been 
found, the final sprint towards an 
agreement will begin, an intense process 
both emotionally and in the consumption 
of resources. First off are the negotiation 
meetings, which start with entering into 
a confidentiality agreement, continue 
with signing a declaration of intent and 
conclude with drawing up a draft contract 
with the trading terms and conditions. A 
key point at all meetings is to find a way 
to determine the value of the business. 
What the business is worth is not 
something you can just calculate, although 
there are many valuation models that 
estimate a business's value on the basis 
of historical earnings, actual values, future 
earnings or cash flow. These models 
can be used in negotiations, but when 
deciding what the business is actually 
worth, what matters, as in all trading, 
is what the seller wants and what the 
buyer will pay. Therefore, the value of the 
business can also depend on what other, 
similar businesses were sold for or what 
the business's technologies, customers, 
brand etc. are worth to the buyer. Finally, 
there can also be an emotional valuation; 
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if the buyer or the seller has a price in 
mind that they just think is right for a 
variety of reasons. 

After this consensus, it's mostly downhill 
the rest of the way towards executing 
change of ownership. A purchasing 
agreement and other documents are 
compiled, with the help of a lawyer, 
to bring the change of ownership to 
completion, including e.g. director 
contracts, owner agreements and perhaps 
confidentiality agreements, competition 
provisos and option agreements, which 
are part of the basis for agreement. 
These agreements will contain everything 
negotiated pertaining to the purchase 
price, payment conditions, severance 
payments, positions on the Board, 
confidentiality about the purchase 
price and many other things. Before the 
agreements are ready to be signed, it is, 
however, normal practice for the buyer to 
carry out due diligence, where the buyer 
makes sure that the information given by 

the business about different situations is 
correct. This can involve legal, technical 
and financial due diligence, which is 
based on the premise that the purchase 
price can only be re-negotiated, if 
this control process reveals situations 
that are problematic and which were 
unknown during the negotiation process. 
Fortunately, as a seller, you can usually be 
prepared for all the documentation that 
the buyer will ask for, so due diligence will 
not hinder the last step in closing the sale. 

The winding-up phase 
The change of ownership process does 
not end when the ink is dry, because the 
changeover period starts now and this 
consists of arranging for the change of 
ownership to be made public, winding up 
the business relationship and starting a 
new working life. Employees and selected 
suppliers and customers should not first 
read out about it in the media. 

When the farewell reception is over, you, 

as the former owner, may have had 
your last working day, but this is not 
always the case. The winding-up phase 
can involve performing some final tasks 
before withdrawing and supporting the 
introduction of a new management, 
among other things. You may stay on as 
a Board member, so that the business 
retains some of the knowledge gleaned 
over many years, or you may never set 
foot in the business again. 

If you have just begun to build up your 
business it can seem rather early to 
think about your exit. However, even 
though you plan to remain the owner 
of your business for many years, it can 
still be advantageous to think about 
your exit in good time, partly because 
it prepares you for any unexpected 
opportunities for a sale or merger 
that might arise, and partly because a 
continual focus on exit means that you 
will keep trying to make the business 
independent of you, as the founder. 
This is a process that is necessary in 
any case to create growth, because it 
gives more qualified employees and 
gives the founder resources to work on 
the business's further development. 

Even though you may plan to remain 
the owner of your business for many 
years, it can still be advantageous  
to think about your exit in good time.
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SOCIAL HACKING...  
Is your business vulnerable? 

TECHNOLOGY

Make sure your employees know how to protect their online identities, 
for their own safety and that of your company...

Over the past year, the term 'social 
hacking' has entered the business and 
technology lexicons, primarily as the new 
major security threat for both individuals 
and organisations. In essence, social 
hacking describes the act of manipulating 
outcomes of social behaviour, usually 
by gaining illegal access to private or 
restricted information. Within the dark 
underworld of cybercrime, social hacking 
is an insidious component of social 
engineering – whereby hackers use some 
form of psychological manipulation to 
fool unsuspecting users or employees into 
handing over sensitive data. Worryingly, 
social engineering attacks are not only 
becoming more common against SMEs, 
but they're also increasingly sophisticated. 

Often, the most skilled 'social engineers' 
breach highly complex security systems 
with minimal use of a computer. Instead, 

they rely on a range of skills and instincts 
that span psychology, emotional 
intelligence and in-depth knowledge of IT 
systems. Armed with both psychological 
and technical savvy, these hackers delve 
deep into the Internet – harnessing the 
web as a veritable treasure trove of easily 
accessible information. This information, 
which includes the personal details 
often revealed on social media accounts 
(birthdays, pets names, vacations), is then 
used against individuals and businesses 
through clever deceptions (or redirection 
through other channels, such as on the 
phone or in person). 

In one of 2015's most sensational hacking 
stories, a teenaged hacker and two 
associates gained access to the private 
email account of CIA director John 
Brennan – mainly through the use of 
clever social hacking techniques.

Protect your business with a 
proactive approach 
It is critical that employees and managers 
are trained – they are your weakest 
link when it comes to the psychological 
minefield of social hacking. Arguably, 
SMEs should invest in bi-annual training 
(at minimum) that is geared towards each 
user group (end-users, IT staff, managers, 
etc) so that everyone is aware of the 
latest attacks and methods. In addition, 
employees should undergo regular 
'testing' by having an outside party 
conduct a social engineering hack. These 
kinds of tests help to keep employees 
vigilant and more aware of the dangers. 

Apart from these training methods, 
employees need to be made aware that 
what they post online might compromise 
the company – and themselves. With this 
in mind, developing a social sharing policy Co
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is a good way to keep both individuals and companies safe. 

Finally, it goes without saying that every business should have 
a robust endpoint protection system in place that can block the 
latest malware – if hackers do succeed with social engineering 
techniques.  

Secure social media accounts
As mentioned above, social media accounts offer hackers a 
Pandora's Box of useful information. In addition, they are also 
vulnerable to being hacked directly. Importantly, the various 
social media platforms have security features that users should 
take advantage of. 

Here are some tips for keeping your accounts 
secure:
■ Close the accounts that you're not using. Forgotten social 
media accounts may be compromised without being noticed. 
Hackers can leverage these and access other accounts linked to 
it, such as your email.  

■ Find out which apps are connected to your social media 
accounts. Do you use Facebook or Google to sign in to any 
other applications, for example? Assess if this type of access is 
necessary.

■ Practice good password hygiene. For example, use different 
passwords for your social media accounts, and also make sure 
that each password is complex and unusual. Enabling 2FA 
(Two Factor Authentication) for all your accounts can prevent 
unauthorised parties from accessing your accounts.

■ Keep your mobile apps updated. Make sure you have the 
latest version of the platform you're using. This is because 
security patches protect you from the latest known threats.

■ Use a unique email address for your social media accounts. If 
possible, create a whole new email address specifically for social 
media accounts - so that if you are compromised, the hackers 
cannot gain access to any valuable information.

Finally, here is some advice from an actual social engineer, 
Jayson E. Street, courtesy of HelpNetSecurity: "If you get a 
feeling that something isn't right, listen to the voice in the back 
of your head telling you this and react…"

Colin Thornton is Managing Director of Turrito Networks and Dial 
a Nerd. The companies merged in 2015 to create an end-to-end IT 
and communication solution for SMEs. From supplying a laptop right 
through to designing and delivering a fibre connected geo-redundant 
hybrid-cloud solution. Visit: wwwdialanerd.co.za or www.turrito.com 
for more. 
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In the meantime and in case that 
never happens, make sure that you 
"self-develop" yourselves daily. There 
is no investment greater than what 
you invest in yourself and oh . . .  did 
I forget to remind you all . . .  it's the 
greatest fuel for the curious minds 
amongst us.

Nikki is an Internal Auditor and Business Administration 
Specialist who can be contacted on 083 702 8849 or 
nikki@viljoenconsulting.co.za or http:// 
www.viljoenconsulting.co.za for any policies  
and procedures that you may require. 

Keeping a YOUTHFUL ATTITUDE

LAST WORD

If we don't keep our businesses up to date, we could very well lose them, 
long before their "use-by date"...

When last did you see a Garmen or a 
Tom Tom? Digital maps contained in a 
little black box the size of a cigarette 
packet, with all the maps of a country (or 
several countries for that matter) in one 
place. They were pretty expensive and 
you had to upgrade them every now and 
then, but they represented a massive 
leap from what us 'baby boomers' used 
to call the map book. Remember those? 
That specific method of finding the page 
you needed, which meant keeping the 
cumbersome book near to hand to be 
able to navigate from one place to the 
next. Of course, life has moved ever 
forward now that we have Google maps 
(and several variations) on our phones, 
and it doesn't matter where we are, what 
city, what country, what continent even; 
as long as we are able to connect to the 
internet at the start of our journey, we 
can follow the maps on our phone.
Now I'm pretty sure that you can still 
buy a hard copy map, or even a Garmen 
or Tom Tom, but I suspect that they are 
more for the 'collector' type person. 
The reality of course is that the average 
consumer doesn't buy them anymore; 
there is just no longer a need for them.

But what about the Mr. Business Owner, 
who owned the store selling these items?  
Well I suspect that they are either no 
longer in business or they are in some 
sort of other business now.  The reality of 
course is this... if Mr Business Owner did 
not keep up with the times, if he did not 
keep himself young by keeping himself 
current, he would have been out of touch 
and I have no doubt that he would have 
found himself without a business.

Fount of knowledge 
So for those of you, who never open a 
book (A-hem, I mean click on a link), and 
take the time and trouble to develop 
yourselves, beware . . .  someone out 
there, someone very much younger will Ni
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be coming along to snap up all of your 
customers by providing them with the 
latest technology, the new and improved 
and sometimes even justified.

And for all of you Millennials, X and Y 
Generation (and whatever may follow 
from here), don't get ahead of yourselves 
and get too cocky, because if and when 
the end of the world comes and there 
is no longer any technology, it will be 
the 'old timers' who you laughed at and 
sniggered at, who will be able to show 
you how it is done!



*See p9 & 47 for more opportunities




